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Disruptive
forces
Highly automated processes might be replacing manual
techniques in some ports, but could they soon be replaced
themselves?

EMMANUEL MAIR
EDITOR
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ver recent years, operations in
container terminals have moved at
a steady pace towards becoming
more automated. Whether through new gate
systems or the comparatively bigger step of
opting for remote-controlled cranes, automation projects are increasingly seen as a reliable
long-term investment.
Delivering high rates of productivity as well
as moving port workers away from hazardous
working areas are seen as key benefits, while
the predictability and reliability of robotics
weighed against the risk of union unrest
appeals to some.
Until now, the gradual rise in awareness
about automation has coincided with an
incremental uptake in projects at brownfield
sites, although some greenfield facilities
backed by huge investment have been able
to go further in a shorter space of time.
However, sometimes trajectories change
and disruptive technologies enter the market,
shaking things up. Indeed, the announcement
that DP World will be piloting an automated
high-bay storage system in its yard at Jebel
Ali (see page 09) may constitute one of the
biggest leaps in years in container terminal
operations.
Whereas pretty much the entire sector
currently depends on a yard where containers

are stacked directly on top of each other, the
high-bay system puts each container in an
individual compartment in a rack. In principle,
this would allow container moves to happen
at a much faster rate, with the repositioning of boxes in the yard becoming a less
cumbersome process.
The port operator, along with joint venture
partner SMS Group of Germany, claimed
that the system creates 200% more capacity
than a conventional container terminal, or
the same capacity in less than a third of the
space. This would clearly be a benefit for
facilities lacking space, such as those located
close to urban areas.
SMS Group subsidiary AMOVA has
experience in the handling of metal coils,
weighing as much as 50 tonnes each, in
racks as high as 50 m. In fact, fully automatic
high-load, high-bay warehouses in the same
load class have been used for many years
in industrial applications such as steel and
aluminium coils and paper rolls in paper mills.
A spokesman for SMS Group told CM:
“The technology and the mechanical
engineering are mature and are now of course
are adapted to the application in seaports.
The surrounding infrastructure – unmanned
shuttle carriers and automatic truck loading
cranes – have also been used in seaports
for several years.
“New are the interfaces, the logistics, the
control software and – of course – the actual

idea of transferring a technology known from
the industry into container terminals and
merging it with already known container
handling equipment to create a new and
innovative overall system.”
So what does this mean for the rest of
the container terminal sector? Jebel Ali will
have one module of the system installed by
2020, featuring a capacity of around 1,200
teu. It will therefore be several years before
the operators have worked out the benefits
and weaknesses of the system and a feasible
plan for scaling it up.
If successful, however, it is unlikely that
port equipment manufacturers will have
grounds to be very anxious. Judging by the
slow adoption rates of new technologies in
the industry, today’s typical terminals yards,
where rubber-tyred gantry (RTG) cranes and
automated stacking cranes (ASCs) carry out
operations, have plenty of life left in them.
The container sector is known for its slow
uptake of new ideas and it will certainly take
time before a lot of terminals are interested in
the idea of high-bay storage, never mind the
issue of cost, which will rule the technology
out for a number of operators.
Yet it has to be a positive for the sector
that innovations such as this are entering the
market. It means that there is pressure on
existing suppliers to do their utmost to deliver
a quality product at a good price, which is
surely what container terminals want.

The container sector is known for its
slow uptake of new ideas and it will certainly
take time before a lot of terminals are
interested in the idea of high-bay storage
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UK | SUCCESS FOR CM
CM celebrated success for its journalists
in December 2018 as reporter Joe Lo was
named Environmental Journalist of the
Year at the Seahorse Awards, while editor
Emmanuel Mair bagged runner-up for
Supply Chain Journalist of the Year.
The Seahorse judges read a record number
of 323 articles as 66 journalists entered, with
45 magazines represented across Europe,
Asia and North America.
Lo’s article looked at how environmental regulations are forcing carriers to adjust
their fuel strategy and the potential fuels of

the future.
Picked from a shortlist of four journalists,
judges described the piece as “well researched
and very readable” and claimed his commentary
and insights were “nicely blended into the
piece and were thought provoking.”
On his win, Lo said: “I was really pleased
to win the award for my article on alternative
fuel sources for ships. I think there’s going
to be more and more discussion of this is in
the coming years so it felt like an important
subject to explore.”
Mair’s piece focused on the viability of

certain inland hubs and rail links with regards
to China’s Belt and Road Initiative and the
challenges that come with Chinese investment.
The article was described by the judges
as “very informative, interesting and easy to
read. [It] answered most if not all questions
the reader might have.”
He stated: “I was delighted to be recognised
for an article concerning one of the most
fascinating topics in the supply chain today.
I would also like to congratulate Joe and
my fellow colleagues for their fantastic work
throughout the year.”

GEORGIA | APM TERMINALS SUBMITS DESIGN FOR POTI SEA PORT
EXPANSION
APM Terminals (APMT) Poti and Poti New
Terminals Consortium have submitted a
conceptual design for a first stage construction permit for the expansion of the Poti Sea
Port in Georgia.
The plans were received by the Ministry
of Economy and Sustainable Development
of Georgia.
Klaus Laursen, managing director of APMT
Poti, said: “After high-level and in-depth negotiations with authorities, cargo owners,
equity partners and financial institutions we
concluded that Poti will continue as the prime
access to the Caucasus and the Central

Asian markets.
“We believe that we have the skills, ability
and expertise to contribute to the economy
of Georgia by persisting in our journey to
further develop the Poti Sea Port.”
The project plan entails a 14.5 m water
depth at the 700 m quay wall and 25 ha
of dedicated land for the bulk operation
for yard and covered storage facilities for
various cargo types, including grain, ore,
and minerals.
Laursen added: “The new bulk port will
handle cargo lots up to 60,000 tonnes/vessel
creating new cost-effective opportunities for

cargo owners in Georgia, Azerbaijan, Armenia
and other central Asian countries.”
The Poti Sea Port is currently the largest
port in Georgia, handling liquids, dry bulk,
passenger ferries and 80% of Georgia’s
container traffic.
The current multi-purpose facility has 15
berths, a total quay length of 2,900 m, more
than 20 quay cranes and 17 km of rail track.
The project will directly create an estimated
250 new jobs for the local population and
over 900 employment opportunities in
related industries and services, not including
temporary jobs during the construction phase.

HONG KONG | COMPETITION COMMISSION INVESTIGATES NEW
ALLIANCE BETWEEN TERMINALS

(Left) Joe Lo with trophy (Right) Anna Larsson, WWL presenting Seahorse Environmental Journalism Award to Emmanuel Mair on behalf of Joe Lo
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GLOBAL | PSA RECORDS STRONG VOLUME GROWTH IN SINGAPORE
AND BEYOND
PSA International handled 81m teu at its port
projects around the world in 2018, with its
flagship Singapore facility and its global terminals
contributing to overall volume growth of 9.1%.
PSA Singapore handled 36.31m teu, representing growth of 8.9%, while PSA’s facilities
outside Singapore handled 44.69m teu, an

PSA Singapore handled 36.31m teu last year
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increase of 9.3%.
Tan Chong Meng, Group CEO of PSA, said:
“2018 was a dual-speed year. The slow but
steady pace of global container trade growth
continued, despite geo-political shifts and rising
trade barriers.
“At the same time, there was a surge in digi-

talisation activities within the global supply chain
which promised better visibility and efficiency,
while the industry continues to grapple with
issues of data standardisation and collaboration.”
He credited the company’s unions, staff and
management for their handling of “increased
complexity and operational demands from the
new state of shipping alliances”.
Looking ahead to 2019, Tan stated: “We will
continue to build on our global network of ports
while leading the charge towards co-creating an
Internet of Logistics – an ecosystem that is plugand-play, that links up a mesh of communities
through interoperability, and which allows us
to innovate boldly.
“We pledge our commitment to continue to
serve our shipping line customers to the best
of our abilities, even as we pursue win-win partnerships with cargo owners and movers, and
stretch our capabilities as a team to propel us
closer towards our vision of a truly connected
and transformed global supply chain.”
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The Hong Kong Competition Commission
has launched an open investigation into the
newly formed Hong Kong Seaport Alliance
– a joint operating agreement between four
terminals at the port.
The members of the alliance include
Hongkong International Terminals Limited
(HIT), Modern Terminals Limited, COSCO-HIT
Terminals (Hong Kong) Limited, and Asia
Container Terminals Limited (ACT).
The agreement is designed to deliver
more efficient service offerings to carriers
that call Hong Kong, while enhancing the
overall competitiveness of the Port of Hong
Kong across the region.
However, the Competition Commission
is investigating whether the agreement may
breach the first conduct rule of the competition
ordinance by preventing, restricting or
distorting competition in Hong Kong and it
is being treated as a priority.
The Seaport Alliance covers a total of 23
berths and the planning for which is conducted
by an operations coordination team using a
common terminal operating system (TOS).
Only one berth at the Port of Hong Kong
is not operated by the alliance – this is run
by DP World.
The four companies plan to commence
the joint operations of the Seaport Alliance
progressively within 2019.
Gerry Yim, managing director of HIT, said:
“The formation of the Seaport Alliance will
further enhance efficiencies, increase utilisation
and improve our overall service offering to
customers.
“The Seaport Alliance will ensure that
the Port of Hong Kong remains a valuable
contributor to our economy, both as an

employer and as a facilitator of global trade.”
This collaboration is in direct response to
a rapidly changing business environment,
including the formation of new carrier
alliances, carrier industry consolidation,
and the dramatic increase in vessel size over
the last few years.
Peter Levesque, group managing director of
Modern Terminals Limited, said: “The Seaport
Alliance will improve the value proposition of
Hong Kong to customers, while reducing
emissions and enabling Hong Kong to more
effectively compete within the region.”

He added that the alliance combined
with the application of new technologies
will enable Hong Kong to thrive as an international shipping hub for years to come.
The port and logistics sector accounts for
3.2% of the GDP of Hong Kong, and provides
more than 174,000 industry related jobs.
Hanliang Zhu, managing director of ACT,
said: “By achieving additional efficiencies
through optimised use of terminal assets,
the Port of Hong Kong will continue to be a
reliable transhipment hub in the region and
a key gateway to China.”

The alliance covers 23 berths at the Port of Hong Kong
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BELGIUM | CHINESE GROUP LINGANG TO ESTABLISH LOGISTICS
PARK IN ZEEBRUGGE
Lingang Group has signed an €85.3m
(US$96.5m) agreement to establish a 30 ha
logistics park in the Maritime Logistic Zone of
Zeebrugge, as China strengthens its presence
in the Belgian hub.
The objective is to cater to Chinese and international logistics players for transportation of parts
and components, reefer loads and e-commerce
between China and Western Europe.
With COSCO Shipping Ports acquiring the
APM Terminals facility in Zeebrugge in September
2017, Lingang is aiming to cooperate with the
terminal operator.
In order to carry out the project, the group

set up several partnerships and signed five
memorandums of understanding (MOU).
These include Lingang Group and China Certification & Inspection Group agreeing to set up
inspection platforms in both Shanghai Logistics
Park and Lingang Overseas Modern Industrial
Park in Zeebrugge.
Lingang Group and Aprojects Belgium will
provide resources for Aprojects Shanghai to set
up a logistics centre and enhance the logistics
service and operation between Belgium and
China trade.
Eurotown B.V. signed a deal with Lingang
to use the logistics park in the Belgian port as

an export centre, with both parties deciding to
work together to set up a logistics and trading
platform focusing on providing e-commerce
services between Belgium and China.
Lingang Group also signed a contract with
Shanghai Rainbow Wings International Trade
Co. Ltd. and Han Industrial Corp./Hurricane
Import & Export Co. Ltd – the latter is the
general agency of Costco Wholesale in Asia
for supermarket foods and household goods.
Finally, an MOU was signed between Lingang
and Feng Zang Industrial, to work together to
set up a trading centre in Zeebrugge to serve
exporters and importers from both EU and China.

UAE | DP WORLD LOOKS TO REPLACE YARD STACKING WITH HIGH
BAY STORAGE IN JEBEL ALI
DP World has formed a joint venture with
industrial engineering specialists SMS Group
to implement a high bay container storage
system at Jebel Ali Terminal 4 before Dubai
Expo 2020, which begins in October that year.
Instead of stacking containers directly on top
of each other, which has been global standard
practice for decades, the fully automated and
unmanned system places each container in an
individual rack compartment.
The idea was originally developed by SMS
Group subsidiary Amova for round the clock
handling of metal coils that weigh as much as
50 tonnes each in racks as high as 50 m. Amova

US | APM TERMINALS SETS OPERATIONAL RECORD IN LOS ANGELES
APM Terminals (APMT) has set a North American
operations record with 27,846 teu handled on
one vessel, representing a complete discharge
of the vessel for import cargo – and a complete
new load of export containers and empty
containers.
The empties loaded on the 15,500 teu,
E-class, Eleonora Maersk vessel, are needed
back in Asia to balance the container equipment
flow.
The ship normally sails in the Asia/Europe
service but Maersk decided to deploy her and
her sister, Eugen Maersk into the Transpacific TP-6 string during peak season in response
to strong North American market container
volumes.
The new record breaks the previous record
of container handling at APMT Pier 400 Los
Angeles which was on the Maersk Evora at
24,846 teu in October 2017.
The facility is one of the few terminals in the
Port of Los Angeles and Long Beach complex,
which has the crane height necessary to handle

the latest generation of container vessels that
stack 10 containers high above deck stowage.
The terminal, which has cranes with an

outreach of 22 containers across the beam,
covers 484 acres and features an on-dock
rail yard.

An artist's impression of the system

system installed, featuring a capacity of
around 1,200 teu, although this “can be
seamlessly expanded to a much bigger
full-range facility” according to a spokesman for
SMS Group.
In the future it will be feasible for other ports
to use existing infrastructure for the transport of
containers between warehouses and gantries,
including manned straddle carriers or regular
terminal trucks.
The system at DP World’s flagship hub aims
to bring considerable gains in speed, energy
efficiency, better safety and a major reduction
in costs.
Costs are further cut by the ability to shorten
the time taken to load and unload mega-ships
by as much as 30%.
Dr. Mathias Dobner, CEO of the joint venture,
said: “This new container handling technology
allows cities to use their expensive and sensitive
land and waterfront areas more effectively.
“Our system will significantly increase the
productivity of handling ships on the quay. This
means that quay walls can be shortened by
a third. This disruptive innovation will greatly
improve the financial performance of container
ports, and well as their overall appearance.”
The application for container terminals is a
result of SMS Group’s ‘New Horizon’ strategy,
in which SMS transfers technology from the
metallurgical sector to other industries.

INDIA | PSA TERMINAL IN JAWAHARLAL NEHRU PORT WELCOMES
HMM SERVICE FROM CHINA

The Eleonora Maersk has a capacity of 15,500 teu

PORTUGAL | VOLUMES UP 5% AT PORT OF SINES
Sines Container Terminal – Terminal XXI - handled 1.75m teu last year,
representing a 5% growth in container volumes at the port.
The throughput constituted a total of 22m tonnes, giving the terminal
a 46% share of the port’s total volumes across all cargo types.
As a whole, the Port of Sines handled 47.9m tonnes, corresponding to an homologous decrease of 4%.
This reduction is due to the technical outage of both the
Sines’ Refinery and the Repsol Petrochemical Complex and
the diminishing in coal handling in a year of high rainfall, with
less power supply produced from non-renewable energy
sources.
Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) handling was up by 5.5% to a total of
2.8m tonnes.
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is the first company to transfer this technology
to the port industry.
Containers are stored in an 11-story rack,
creating 200% more capacity than a conventional container terminal according to the
operator, or creating the same capacity in less
than a third of the space.
Thanks to the rack’s design each container
can be accessed without having to move another
one, enabling 100% utilisation in a terminal yard,
added a statement from DP World.
Containers will be transported between
water-side gantry cranes and the rack by
driverless unmanned automatic straddle carriers
or shuttle carriers,
while it is also possible
to use automated
guided vehicles (AGVs)
or terminal trucks.
On the land side,
the approaching road
trucks can be automatically loaded and
unloaded by robotic
portal cranes which
are integrated in the
system.
At Dubai Expo
2020, Jebel Ali
Terminal 4 will have
one module of the

Sines is the busiest port in Portugal
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PSA’s Bharat Mumbai Container Terminals
(BMCT) has welcomed the first regular service
call from Hyundai Merchant Marine (HMM)’s
China India Express (CIX) service.
It connects the facility to Far East markets with
calls at BMCT, Mundra, Karachi, Port Kelang,
Singapore, Hong Kong, Gwangyang, Busan,
Shanghai, Ningbo, Shekou and Singapore
before returning to BMCT.
The first vessel to call at the terminal as part
of the service was the 8,562 teu M.V. Hyundai
Loyalty, which is one of six vessels deployed
on the CIX service, and a total of 8,540 teu was
handled in 42 hours.
PSA India’s senior advisor Captain Suresh
Amirapu said: “With our capacity growing
to 2.4m teu annually by April 2019 with the
arrival of three more super post-Panamax quay
cranes, BMCT aims to provide HMM and its
customers with unrivalled productivity, flexibility
and growth opportunities at JNPT’s largest
container terminal.”

The facility is able to accommodate 13,000
teu vessels which, as HMM India’s managing
director HJ Sung noted, are a part of the carrier’s
recent mega vessel project aiming to bring larger
container ships to boost the Exim trade in India.
BMCT general manager Sivakumar Kaliannan
said: “We are especially looking to increase the
share of rail-borne cargo, given the advantages
of rail over road for longer distances and BMCT’s

expansive railyard, train-handling capabilities
and the upcoming completion of the dedicated
freight corridor.”
The dedicated freight corridor, once
completed, will connect BMCT to Container
Corporation of India (Concor)’s rail transhipment hubs at Kathuwas, near Delhi, and
Jakhwada, near Ahmedabad, aiming to boost
port productivity.

The vessel has a 8,562 teu capacity
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UK | 2M ALLIANCE COMMITS TO PERMANENT LIVERPOOL SERVICE
The Port of Liverpool will receive a permanent
call from the TA4 service, jointly run by Maersk
and MSC, connecting Europe with several
US ports.
The move follows the introduction of a
temporary call in July 2018, a result from
continued disruption at the Port of Felixstowe.
Mark Whitworth, chief executive of Peel
Ports, said: “The tide is clearly turning in
Liverpool’s favour as shipping lines and their
customers see the evidence for how our

location can benefit the whole supply chain.”
He added: “The logistics business is naturally
risk-averse, especially in these unprecedented times, but it’s clear that the rewards are
there for those prepared to take bold moves.”
While the TA4 service is currently used to
export UK cargo such as food produce and
retail, it has been attracting interest for trade
in manufacturing and industrial goods.
YKK (U.K) Ltd, a global manufacturer of zips
and industrial fastenings, uses the service, and
supply chain manager
Paul Kelly claimed
that it streamlines the
supply chain, reduces
mileage, carbon
usage and costs for
the company.
Asbjor n Kops,
trade and marketing
director of Maersk,
said: “Switching
our transatlantic
service temporarily
Liverpool gained the service after disruption at Felixstowe
to Liverpool allowed

us to maintain our comprehensive UK offering
with a wide range of connections to our
global network.
“Based on demand and interest from
businesses across the North West we are
pleased to be making this change permanent.”
The service will use a port rotation that
takes in Antwerp, Rotterdam, Bremerhaven,
Liverpool, Newark, Savannah, Port Everglades
and North Charleston.
Dan Everitt, managing director of MSC UK,
said: “MSC has been connecting Liverpool
to global routes since 2001 and the Port
of Liverpool is an integral part of our UK
logistics work.
“The change we made on this service has
worked for us and our customers so it makes
business sense to continue it.”
Earlier in 2019, Peel Ports introduced a rail
freight service directly from the Port of Liverpool
in partnership with DB Cargo so that it now
offers tri-modal connectivity.
It offers connections through road, rail
and water, the Manchester Ship Canal, plus
short-sea shipping.

ABU DHABI | ABU DHABI TERMINALS AND COSCO AGREE TO
INCREASE COLLABORATION
Abu Dhabi Terminals (ADT) and newly-inaugurated COSCO Shipping Ports (CSP) Abu
Dhabi have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the aim to increase collaboration between the two facilities.
Located in Khalifa Port, CSP Abu Dhabi,
which is owned and operated by COSCO,
began operations in December 2018 and
has a capacity of 2.5m teu with the capability
to handle container vessels of 20,000 teu.
The two companies plan to help facilitate a

significant increase in the contribution to the
non-oil gross domestic product (GDP) growth
for the emirate of Abu Dhabi.
Khalifa Port is a potentially important node
within the framework of the Chinese Belt and
Road Initiative, which is expected to be a
substantial contributor to the overall growth of
Abu Dhabi and the UAE economies as a whole.
Abdullah Al Hameli, the acting CEO of ADT,
said: “The signing of this MOU with CSP Abu
Dhabi is of key importance, not only to our

two companies, but to the future success
of Khalifa Port and our customers, the Abu
Dhabi and UAE trade.”
The MOU supports the Abu Dhabi Leadership
vision 2030, which aims to build a globally-integrated, sustainable and diversified,
high-value added economy.
ADT’s Khalifa Port Container Terminal
(KPCT) has more than 30 weekly container
line services that call at over 100 global
destinations.

USA | PORT OF OAKLAND STILL TARGETING GROWTH DESPITE
TRADE UNCERTAINTY
The Port of Oakland is still aiming for growth
in 2019 despite the uncertainty in world trade
potentially affecting freight markets.
John Driscoll, maritime director at the port,
said: “The container shipping sector starts the
year with uncertainty due to global trade conflicts.
“Nevertheless, the Port of Oakland remains
committed to a growth strategy that provides
efficient cargo movement for shippers, jobs
for our neighbours and economic stimulus
for Oakland.”
Oakland’s containerized cargo volume reached
an all-time high of 2.55m teu in 2018, repre-
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senting growth of 5.2%.
Import volume increased 5% and exports
declined 3.5% while empties saw a 19.7%
rise, delivering most of the overall increase
in volumes.
Currently, the US West Coast port is looking
to implement a five year strategy called ‘Growth
with Care’ across its three business lines:
aviation, commercial real estate and maritime.
During 2018, the port opened Lineage Cool
Port Oakland, a 280,000 sq ft, temperature-controlled facility for shipping chilled or frozen cargo.
Additionally, preliminary work begun on a

460,000 sq ft distribution centrer that would
anchor a Seaport Logistics Complex while a
project to double the size of Oakland’s TraPac
marine terminal was completed.
Driscoll also stated that a jobs agreement
that would ensure local hiring when the Seaport
Logistics Complex opens in 2020.
He said that new plans would soon be finalised
to minimise the impact of containerised freight
hauling in neighbouring communities.
One would further curb exhaust emissions
from diesel-powered equipment operating at the
port and the other would manage truck traffic.
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NEW ZEALAND | TRANSHIPMENT GROWTH FOR THE PORT OF
TAURANGA
Transhipment at the Port of Tauranga grew
23.3% in 2018 which is, according to the port,
a direct result of its AU$350m (US$252m)
six-year investment in building capacity to be
able to accommodate larger vessels.
Transhipped containers now make up 25.7%
of the port’s total 1,182,147 teu and most
of the recent growth can be attributed to
transhipment from other New Zealand
ports.
In the first quarter of the 2019 financial
year, up until September 30, 2018, container
growth was 0.7% and transhipment
grew 11.4%.
The investment programme, completed in
2016, involved widening and deepening the

shipping channels as well as increasing cargo
handling capacity.
Since its completion, the largest vessel
handled at the Port of Tauranga was the 11,294
teu Maersk Antares and it is one of the only
ports in New Zealand capable of accommodating vessels above 6,000 teu.
In order to prepare for further growth,
the port has ordered a new ship-to-shore
(STS) crane that is scheduled to be delivered
in 2020.
Additionally, it has ordered new straddle
carriers to increase cargo handling capacity and
maintain productivity and, through relocating
and reorganising buildings and activities, plans
to continue to increase container terminal

capacity.
The Port of Tauranga has also engaged
with integrated software solutions provider
TBA to model its capacity options, including
partial automation using rail mounted gantries,
with staged investment potentially increasing
annual capacity to 2.8m teu.
The port has plans to add an additional
container ship berth to the south of the existing
wharves, which will extend the total length by
up to 385 m to a total of 1,155 m.
An increasing trend towards containerisation
of bulk exports such as kiwi fruit led to the port
investing in additional refrigerated container
connections and, at the end of June 2018, it
had a total of 2,634 reefer connections.

ECUADOR | GUAYAQUIL DREDGING TO ALLOW ENTRY FOR WORLD’S
LARGEST BOXSHIPS
Jan De Nul Group has signed a 25-year
concession agreement with the government
of Guayaquil, Ecuador, to deepen and
maintain the Port of Guayaquil’s access
channel.
Dredging works on the 95 km long channel
are expected to be completed within the first
year with a new draft of 12.5 m at high tide
and 7.5 m at the Guayas River, enabling
mega vessels to enter the port.
The dredging of the channel will further
boost the operational capabilities of the

Ecuadorian subsidiary of International
Container Terminal Services, Inc. (ICTSI),
Contecon Guayaquil SA (CGSA).
The port will be the only one in the country
capable of berthing two post-Panamax
vessels simultaneously.
Jose Antonio Contreras, CGSA chief
executive officer, said: “[CGSA] should
be able to strengthen its position as the
country’s preferred port of call in the Pacific
coast that has a deeper access channel,
allowing the entry of the world’s largest

box ships.
“We look forward to the arrival of
neo-Panamax box ships since the terminal
is ready to handle these new generation
vessels.”
CGSA claimed that the dredging will not
only just benefit the progress of Guayaquil
but also the progress of the entire country
of Ecuador.
A famous rock, Los Goles, that is currently
causing a bottleneck in the offshore section
of the channel will also be removed.

SINGAPORE | PSA AND ONE TO FORM JOINT VENTURE TERMINAL IN
SINGAPORE
PSA Singapore (PSA) and Ocean Network Express (ONE) have formed
a joint venture company at the Pasir Panjang Terminal, scheduled to
commence operations in the first half of 2019.
The two companies will operate four mega container berths with a
combined annual handling capacity of 4m teu.
The Japanese carrier follows the likes of CMA CGM and COSCO
Shipping in securing its own berths at Singapore’s Pasir Panjang
Terminal, which is the biggest transhipment hub in Southeast Asia.
Ong Kim Pong, regional CEO of Southeast Asia at PSA, said:
“Recently, PSA has developed many enhanced products including
data analytics tools to boost port efficiency and initiatives for cargo
solutions to address market needs.
“We look forward to working alongside ONE to grow its value,
strengthen its position as a major global player, and at the same
time, enhance the status of the Port of Singapore as a premier global
container and cargo orchestration hub.”
Jeremy Nixon, CEO of ONE, added: “Through this joint venture
in Singapore, ONE will be enabled to further enhance its terminal
and vessel planning operations in an even closer cooperation
with PSA.”
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An Ocean Network Express vessel at berth
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UK | DP WORLD SOUTHAMPTON INVESTS IN NEW HANDLING
EQUIPMENT
DP World Southampton has marked the
start of its redevelopment and a planned
programme of investment with two new empty
container handlers, which were delivered at
the end of 2018.
Manufactured by Hyster, the machines
are an upgrade from the terminal’s current
machines as they can stack higher and can
tandem lift two empty 40ft containers.
The two handlers are compliant to the
latest euro emission standards and the aim

is that they will create more capacity in the
terminal’s empty park as well as greater levels
of efficiency.
Nick Loader, the UK chief operating officer
at DP World, said: “This investment in the
new equipment is part of our strategy to
continually review our assets, infrastructure
and performance, so that we can deliver the
best possible service and productivity to our
customers in a sustainable way.”
The company has plans to invest in four

more machines and completely replace its
existing fleet with the most modern, fuel efficient
and environmentally friendly machines on the
market over the next two years.
Later in 2019, DP World Southampton is
also scheduled to have 12 new hybrid straddle
carriers delivered from Kalmar.
These machines are a part of a sustainable
investment programme to improve the
terminal’s ship-to-shore (STS) handling of
laden boxes.
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ARGENTINA | EXOLGAN ORDERS FOUR HYBRID RTGS FROM K ALMAR
Exolgan has ordered four rubber-tyred gantry
(RTG) cranes with hybrid drivelines for its
container terminal in Buenos Aires.
The order, which also includes the supply of
a spare parts package for the machines, was
booked in Cargotec's 2018 Q4 order intake with
delivery scheduled to take place in late 2019.
The equipment forms part of Exolgan’s fleet
expansion programme, boosting the facility
which handles one third of Argentina’s total
foreign trade container volumes.
The hybrid cranes are meant to offer savings

in fuel efficiency, airborne and noise emissions
and maintenance costs by combining lithium-ion
(Li-ion) battery technology with a diesel power
unit.
The power unit is used to charge the Li-on
batteries, which power all the lifting and driving
operations.
Carlos Mancini, engineering manager at
Exolgan, praised the machines citing their ability
to “help us reduce fuel costs and improve the
sustainability of our operations by reducing
noise and airborne emissions.”

The cranes delivered to Exolgan will be sixplus-one rows wide and one-over-five high,
with a lifting capacity of 40 tonnes under the
spreader.
They will be fitted with the Kalmar SmartRail
automated gantry steering solution with
Container Position Indication (CPI), which automatically controls the gantry steering and
feeds container coordinates to the terminal
operating system.
They will also feature the Finnish manufacturer’s SmartProfile spreader anti-collision system.

US | K ALMAR RTGS TO HELP BOOST CAPACITY AT INTERMODAL
TERMINALS IN THE US
Kalmar has signed a deal to supply US-based
intermodal terminals run by Norfolk Southern
with four SmartPower rubber-tyred gantry
cranes (RTGs) to help boost capacity.
Half of the order will be installed at Landers
in Chicago, Illinois and Rossville in Memphis,
Tennessee is set to receive the other two RTGs.

The cranes will have a span of approximately 25 m and will be equipped with Kalmar’s
electro-mechanical anti-sway system and a
rotating Bromma spreader.
Kalmar has claimed that the SmartPower
RTG uses up to 10 litres less fuel per hour
when compared to most diesel RTGs on

Intermodal terminals at Landers Illinois and Memphis Tennesee will receive 2 RTGs each
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the market due to a smaller engine and its
intelligent power management system.
Troy Thompson, vice president of sales at
Kalmar Americas, said: “We are very pleased
to be able to continue our collaboration with
Norfolk Southern and to support them with the
optimisation of their intermodal operations.”
Each RTG will feature several Kalmar
SmartPort process automation solutions
with the aim to provide safer, faster and more
efficient container handling including the
SmartRail automated gantry steering solution.
Additionally, the four cranes will also feature
Kalmar’s SmartStack that aims to eliminate
the problem of lost containers as well as the
Smartmap visualisation tool.
The Finnish company is scheduled to deliver
the cranes by the fourth quarter of 2019 and
the order was booked in Cargotec’s 2018
order intake in the fourth quarter.
The Norfolk Southern Corporation is one of
the USA’s leading transportation companies
with its railway subsidiary operating approximately 19,500 route miles in 23 states and
serving every major container port in the
eastern US.
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PHILIPPINES | MICT RECEIVES COUNTRY’S FIRST ECO-FRIENDLY RTGS

GERMANY | LIEBHERR DELIVERS MOBILE HARBOUR CRANES TO
EUROPORTS GERMANY

International Container Terminal Services, Inc.
(ICTSI)’s Manila International Container Terminal
(MICT) has received the Philippines’ first hybrid rubber-tyred gantries (RTGs), as part of a long-term
investment in capacity enhancement and environmental efficiency.
Four out of 16 hybrid RTGs have been delivered,
each equipped with a 200kVA Li-ion battery and
a smaller diesel engine that aims to improve the
carbon footprint of the terminal.
ICTSI has claimed that the RTGs have the
potential to reduce noise levels, reduce carbon
emissions by 40% and once fully commissioned,
the equipment is expected to boost MICT’s
container yard productivity.
Christian R. Gonzalez, ICTSI’s global corporate
head, said: “As we continuously drive economic
growth in our home operations, ICTSI will
always be at the forefront of innovation with
ports equipment and adaptive technology that
ensures increasing productivity while reducing
carbon footprint.”
Before the end of the first half of 2019, two
super post-Panamax quay cranes (QCs) and
12 additional hybrid RTGs are scheduled to be
delivered while three QCs, delivered in 2018, are

already operational.
The new equipment is a part of the ICTSI’s
group-wide commitment towards ensuring an
environment-friendly supply chain, which includes
expanding the use of next generation energy-effi-

cient cargo handling equipment and vehicle fleets.
Capacity improvements are also underway at
MICT, among which includes the first phase construction of berths 7 and 8, and back up areas
for the future berths 9 and 10.

strongest MHCs at the port.
The cranes include specially adapted
double supporting pads in order to comply
with the prescribed ground pressures due to
difficult conditions at the 500 m Euroports
pier.
The German terminal operator aims to
considerably increase its turnover and will
utilise the equipment for various applications
such as project cargo, bulk and containers.
Karsten Lentz, managing director of
Euroports Germany, said: “The new cranes

will enable us to work more universally with
a higher load capacity at all berths and at
the terminal.”
Euroports, which handles more than 60m
tonnes of bulk, breakbulk, liquid and containerised goods across a network of 26
terminals across Europe and Asia, has worked
with Liebherr for seven years.
In Belgium at the Leftbank of Antwerp,
the operator uses multiple Liebherr MHCs
of different sizes but the two new cranes
mark the first order for Germany.
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NETHERLANDS | MSC CLEANS UP AFTER VESSEL LOSES CONTAINERS
IN NORTH SEA

Four hybrid RTGs were delivered to MICT

TURKEY | KONECRANES WINS REPEAT CRANE ORDER WITH COUNTRY’S
NEWEST PORT OPERATOR
Turkey’s newest port operator Atakaş Liman
İşletmeciliĝi Ve Tic. A.Ş. (Atakaş Port Business),
has purchased its third Konecranes Gottwald
crane within the past year.
The Gottwald Model 7 portal harbour crane
(PHC) was ordered in the third quarter of 2018
and will start operations mid-2019 at Iskenderun
Port, initially mainly handling bulk and later
serving large container vessels.
Previously, the operator had ordered two
rubber-tyred Konecranes Gottwald Model 7
mobile harbour cranes (MHC) and this most
recent contract includes the option for another

Liebherr has delivered the first out of
two mobile harbour cranes (MHCs) to its
neighbour, a multipurpose terminal operated
by Euroports Germany at the Port of Rostock.
One of the two LHM 550s was shipped
fully-assembled on the heavy load carrier
Meri from the Liebherr plant to the Euroports
pier.
The units come in a two-rope configuration, have a maximum lifting capacity of up
to 144 tonnes and a maximum outreach
of 55 m which makes the equipment the
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crane at a later date.
Vedat Ohri, general manager of Atakaş Port,
said: “Our aim is to provide the greatest benefits
to the Mediterranean, Central Anatolia and
Southeastern Anatolia regions. To meet our
goals, we have chosen reliable and high-performance MHC technology once again.
“We started our operations with two flexible
rubber-tyred cranes to handle various types of
cargo, but now need rail-mounted cranes for
continuous-duty dry bulk handling.”
The new PHC is a four-rope G HSK 7528 B
crane that provides lifting capacities of up to 125

tonnes, a 50 tonne grab curve for mechanical
grab operation, has an outreach of 54 m and
a portal with a clearance of 6 m and with the
track gauge measuring 14 m.
To compensate for the different rail loadings
due to the crane offset in relation to its portal,
the bogies on the quay side are fitted with
eight wheels each and on the land side
with six.
The crane has been exactly designed for the
port’s needs, according to Ohri, as the facility
has plans to load and unload large container
vessels with up to 18 rows in the future.

MSC has arranged a clean-up operation
and a search across the North Sea after an
estimated 270 containers, carrying cargo
including chemicals, fell from a container
ship in a storm.
The shipping line has deployed specialised
vessels equipped with sonar to search for
missing cargo at sea and appointed a salvage
company to coordinate the retrieval of cargo
and beach clean-up operations.
MSC Zoe encountered heavy weather on
January 2 while sailing toward Bremerhaven,
Germany, and has proceeded to the port for
cargo discharge operations.
MSC has claimed it will pay for the full

costs of the clean-up and has appointed
Ardent Global, renowned for its marine
salvage expertise, to coordinate the search
at sea in both the Netherlands and Germany.
The company said it “is committed to
continue to search the sea for the containers
which fell overboard, until the last one is
found.” MSC will also ensure the Dutch and
German beaches are surveyed until all debris
related to the incident has been cleared.
The containers fell off the 19,000 teu vessel
near the German island of Borkum but the
tide carried many of them to the south-west.
Debris has washed up on islands off the
Dutch north coast including Terschelling,

Vlieland and Ameland.
TVs, shoes, bags, chairs, plastic cups
and children’s toys were found on Terschelling’s beaches and volunteers had to scoop
polystyrene packaging from the dunes.
According to officials, three missing
containers carried a toxic powder of organic
peroxide. One 25 kg bag of peroxide powder
was found on the island of Schiermonnikoog
on January 3.
In a statement, the shipping company said:
“MSC takes this incident very seriously, both
in terms of the impact of such accidents on
the natural environment and in terms of any
damage to customers’ cargo.”

MALAYSIA | K ALMAR TO DELIVER 41 TERMINAL TRACTORS TO
JOHOR PORT SUBSIDIARY
Kalmar, part of Cargotec, has signed a contract
with SPT Services Sdn Bhd, for an order of 41
units of TL2 terminal tractors.
The machines will be delivered to the Solid
Product Jetty (SPJ) located in Pengerang Johor,
run by SPT, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Johor
Port Berhad.
The semi-trailers will move containers within the
SPJ and Rapid warehouses to support the transportation of petrochemical downstream products
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such as polymers mainly for the export market.
Shahrull Allam Shah bin Abdul Halim, director
of SPT Services Sdn. Bhd and chief executive of
Johor Port Berhad, said: “As port operators, we
have to stay vigilant towards upholding health,
safety, security and environmental standards in
the jetty’s daily operations.
He added that the units on order meet “our
technical requirements” while noting that Kalmar
in Malaysia “has performed very well including

its after sales services”.
“The overall solution offered provides us great
value for the money,” he stated.
The units on order are designed to offer
customers in the Asia-Pacific region a value-based
choice of the high quality, reliable equipment,
noted Kalmar.
The order was booked into Cargotec’s 2018
fourth quarter order intake and scheduled for
delivery in December of 2018.
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Around 270 containers fell off of MSC Zoe Credit: Coast Guard Netherlands
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GLOBAL | 2M AND ZIM EXTEND STRATEGIC COOPERATION
The 2M Alliance and Zim have agreed to
extend their strategic cooperation to cover
select 2M services also on the Asia – US
West Coast and Asia – Mediterranean
trade lanes.
Between Asia and the US West Coast,
the TP9 service will be operated as a vessel
sharing agreement (VSA) string where Zim
will operate four vessels and 2M will operate
three vessels.
Part of the Zim slots on the TP9 will be
swapped for access to slots on the fully 2M

operated TP8 service. There will be no schedule
changes to the TP8 and TP9 services.
Between Asia and the Mediterranean, Zim
will get access to 2M slots on the AE12 and
AE15 services.
There will be no changes to the AE12 and
AE15 schedules, which were announced in
December 2018 as part of a network upgrade
to further improve Maersk schedule reliability
between Asia and Europe/Mediterranean.
Søren Toft, chief operating officer, A.P.
Moller – Maersk, said: “Having successfully

implemented our strategic cooperation, we
are very pleased to expand the partnership
with ZIM into additional geographies.
“This agreement delivers mutual benefits to
both parties, for Maersk it provides operational
efficiencies that will enable our continued drive
to deliver competitive and reliable products
for our customers in the world’s most comprehensive East-West network.”
The service changes are expected
to begin in March 2019, subject to
regulatory approval.

LATIN AMERICA | EVERGREEN LINE OPENS FOUR NEW LATIN
AMERICA OFFICES
Evergreen Line has opened four new offices in
Latin America with the aim to strengthen the
effectiveness of the line’s operations, optimise
network routing efficiency and enhance its
competitiveness.
It has established offices in Colombia, Peru,
Chile and Mexico with dedicated personnel
responsible for local marketing and sales,
customer service, shipping documentation,
ground transport and port operations.
In an effort to expand container transport

options for its customers in the Far East –
Latin American west coast trade, Evergreen,
aided by its partners, has added two more
trans-pacific services.
These services are in addition to the two
already operated by the shipping line and,
through the four weekly services, the range of
direct ports of call on offer has been expanded.
The service offers direct calls to Pusan in
South Korea, Qingdao and Xiamen in China
and, in Latin America, Ensenada in Mexico

and Lirquen in Chile.
Evergreen has also adjusted its service
routings to cut down the transit time for Chilean
exports to East Asia due to customer demand
for exporting natural exports from both the
land and ocean.
The shipping line now has its own agency
offices in more than 30 countries around the
world and, with an aim to provide efficient
shipping transportation throughout its network,
has an ongoing fleet renewal programme.

CANADA | FIRE BREAKS OUT ON HAPAG-LLOYD CONTAINER VESSEL
A fire that broke out on a Hapag-Lloyd box
vessel has been largely contained and brought
under control due to the combined efforts of
the crew, salvage company Smit and Hapag-Lloyd’s emergency response team.
The fire broke out on the Yantian Express
January 3, originating from one container
before it spread to others, and the crew were
safely transferred, unharmed, to the salvage

tug Smit Nicobar on January 5 and 6.
On January 9, the ship was 800 nautical
miles off of the coast of Canada and a
Hapag-Lloyd crew of five were transferred
back to the Yantian Express.
The ship begun being towed at a slow
speed by the Maersk Mobiliser and a third
ocean-going tug was scheduled to begin
assisting the activities on January 13.

Hapag-Lloyd has claimed that, at this time,
it is not possible to make a precise estimate
of any damage to the Yantian Express or its
cargo. The shipping line is in close cooperation
with all relevant authorities.
The 7,510 teu vessel operates the company’s
East Coast Loop 5 (EC5) service and was on
its way from Colombo to Halifax via the Suez
Canal when the fire broke out.

GLOBAL | GAC EMPHASISES IMPORTANCE OF TRUST FOR SHIPPING
AGENTS
Building trust is vital as container lines seek to
enhance efficiency by outsourcing husbandry
services to third-party agents, according
to shipping, logistics and marine service
provider GAC.
The company said that agents must show
transparency in their approach, partners
and capabilities to earn trust and be able
to reduce risk and provide assurance to
liner operators.
With the aim to achieve this in its own
specialised husbandry services, GAC
emphasised the importance of ensuring all
parties involved fully comply in all aspects
of health, safety, finance and legal matters.
Neil Godfrey, group sales director of GAC,
said: “Mutual success in this respect requires
container lines to trust their agents to help
keep their vessels running on schedule and
to the strictest regularly standards. Even the
most minor of breaches can have significant
financial implications.”
Godfrey explained that an agent must
also focus on creating strong relationships
in order to stay competitive and thrive as the

maritime sector continues to evolve.
He added: “In an industry where trust is the
cornerstone of a successful business, ship
agents who forge and sustain long-term relationships with ship owners will be the ones
that will move on with the industry rather
than falling behind in its wake.”
GAC has a network of 300 offices in 50
countries worldwide and in 2017 it handled
6,475 port calls by container vessels.
The company’s specialised services,
available on a local and regional basis,
combine attending to all pre-arrival formalities
with all other needs of the ship and crew
whilst they are in port.
GAC’s husbandry services also include
cargo-related shore-side activities such as
re-measuring out-of-gauge items, re-placarding hazardous containers or conducting
inspections for suspected damage.
As part of the delivery, a shipping line can
choose between using its own IT systems
or utilising GAC’s own operational software
that aims to ensure prompt and accurate
invoicing.

The offices are in Colombia, Peru, Chile and Mexico

GLOBAL | MAERSK AND MSC REDUCE PORT CALLS ON ASIA-EUROPE
TRADE

Neil Godfrey, group sales director at GAC

For more news and information visit www.container-mag.com or follow us on Twitter: @ContainerMag
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Maersk and MSC are revamping the
2M Alliance’s Asia-Europe network
with fewer port calls in a bid to
improve schedule reliability and
enable stable and reliable cargo
deliveries to its customers.
The network changes see a
reduction of eight port calls in the
network while six extra vessels are
added across the ten service strings
with weekly deployed capacity
remaining unchanged due to slower
vessel speeds.
A statement from MSC noted:
“We can only assume that container
terminal congestion at the main
ports of the trade will continue to

worsen, leading us to anticipate and
incorporate longer time buffers in
the schedule, in terms of port stays
and speed at sea.”
According to Maersk the fewer
port calls, as of March 2019, will
be achieved with a “minimal impact
to product offerings – through
combining duplicate calls and
competitive transshipment options.”
“This will result in significantly improved schedule reliability,
enabled by slightly prolonged, yet
competitive transit times,” it added.
Johan Sigsgaard, head of Europe
trade at Maersk, said: “To meet
our customers’ increasing need
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for reliable cargo delivery, we have
reviewed our service network
and identified additional time to

recover from the potential delays we
continue to face from bad weather
and other external factors.”

Six vessels will be added to the network
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CHILE | DP WORLD ACQUIRES PUERTO CENTRAL AND PUERTO
LIRQUEN
DP World has agreed to acquire a 71.3% stake
in Puertos y Logistica (Pulogsa), the company
which operates a long-term concession for
Puerto Central (PCE) and which owns and
operates Puerto Lirquen (PLQ) in Chile.
The transaction will be affected via a tender
offer to acquire all outstanding shares of the
business – the terminal operator will offer
US$502m for 100% equity ownership.
Sultan Ahmed bin Sulayem, group chairman
and CEO of DP World, said: “These new assets
will allow DP World to serve cargo owners and
shipping lines at five key gateways on the west
coast of South America in Posorja (Ecuador),
Callao and Paita (Peru) and San Antonio and
Lirquen (Chile).
“PCE and PLQ are both ‘best in class’

terminals in their respective markets, with
long-term operating rights, strong cargo diversification and significant capability for expansion.”
PCE is a multipurpose terminal in San Antonio
in the country’s Central Region V, offering a
gateway to the capital Santiago and to industrial,
commercial and agricultural businesses.
The port has a capacity of over 1m teu,
making it one of Chile’s largest, while it has
potential for further expansion for containerised and non-containerised operations.
PLQ is a multipurpose terminal incorporating
long term maritime concessions with freehold
land ownership, which handles containers,
break-bulk and dry bulk.
The port is located in Chile’s Southern Region
VIII, in close proximity to the pulp and lumber

industry and next to the country’s second
largest city and industrial hub Concepción.

throughout its network of 21 ports across
England, Scotland and Wales, has invested
£50m (US$64.3m) to boost capacity at its
container terminals at the ports of Hull and
Immingham.
It has also invested £65m (US$83.5m) to
help ensure the future of the steel industry on
the river Humber and £55m (US$70.7m) to
enhance the automotive and cruise offering
in the Port of Southampton.
Henrik Pedersen, the port operator’s CEO,
said: “For ABP, ‘keeping Britain trading’ is
a responsibility that we are passionately
committed to. We are continuing to invest
in our people, equipment and capability, so

will be undertaken and continued and, although
the UK has said that trucks not compliant will
be turned back, checks can be done in France.
He added: “One third of returning trucks
are empty, so they will require no checks. If
we look at the border between Belarus and
Poland, that is a hard border, yet transits go
smoothly.”
Outside of Brexit, the port had yet another
record year in terms of container throughput
and the completion of the Flanders Quay
extension in 2019 will allow for the port to
accommodate larger vessels.

On completion of the 500 m extension, at a
cost of €10m (US$11.4m), the Flanders Wharf
will have a total length of 1,800 m and a draught
of 17.5 m in all tidal conditions for two berths.
Sustained activity of existing regular lines
and the growth of transhipment traffic to and
from the Iberian Peninsula and the North of
England saw empty containers increase by
13% while full containers grew 14% in 2018.
Solid bulk increased by 5% to 25.9m tonnes,
liquid bulk rose by 8% to 5.48m tonnes while
roll-on roll-off (ro-ro) traffic at the port has
decreased by 4% due to uncertainty over Brexit.

Group chairman and CEO of DP World, Sultan
Ahmed bin Sulayem

that we have the flexibility and resilience we
need to help UK trade to flow and grow.”
Pederson has claimed that ABP has seen
volumes begin to rise at its ports on the
Humber as customers look for alternatives
to Dover.
ABP handles almost £150bn (US$192.7bn)
of UK trade across its port network and has
contributed roughly £7.5bn (US$9.6bn) to
the UK economy, according to the company.
Pederson added: “We want to send a
strong message that ABP stands ready to
keep Britain trading through Brexit, and we
will continue to invest to drive trade and
create jobs over the longer term.”

The Port of Hull
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Overall container throughput at the Port of
Dunkirk has risen to 422,000 teu, while the
port prepares itself for a no-deal Brexit.
At its annual conference, the port emphasised
that it had been, alongside other French port
authorities, negotiating with the French Customs
to ensure a smooth transition.
Stephane Raison, president of the executive
committee at the Port of Dunkirk, said that the
port wishes to maintain fluidity in both directions
and, if there is congestion, the port has the
parking space in place.
Raison emphasised that document checks
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UK | ABP INVESTS £250M TO PREPARE FOR A NO-DEAL BREXIT
Associated British Ports (ABP) has invested
a total of £250m (US$321.3m) since the EU
referendum in 2016 with the aim to “keep
Britain trading through Brexit”.
The UK port operator has claimed that it has
been actively working to support businesses
anxious about the event of a No-Deal Brexit
and the potential severe disruption this may
cause at the Port of Dover.
Its container and ferry facilities on the river
Humber are capable of helping businesses
to bypass this disruption, according to the
company, as it provides regular and reliable
links to Europe.
ABP, among a range of other investments

FRANCE | PORT OF DUNKIRK PREPARES FOR BREXIT

GLOBAL | MCI ABANDONS DRY CONTAINER BUSINESS TO FOCUS ON
REEFERS
Maersk Container Industry (MCI) has withdrawn
from the dry container business and ceased
operations at its production facility in Dongguan,
China due to challenging market conditions.
The company has claimed that the dry
container market has been under enormous
pressure for some time and it has decided
instead to put all of its efforts into its reefer
business.
Sean Fitzgerald, CEO of MCI, said:
“Regrettably, our decision to focus on the
cold chain business will impact our factory
in Dongguan which has been idle since the
beginning of December [2018] due to the

tough market conditions.
“We are committed to taking care of our
colleagues that are impacted by this difficult
decision and we thank them for their dedication
and hard work over the years.”
Reefer volumes have continued to grow due
to global demand for fresh produce and other
commodities and the company has claimed
that currently one in three reefers used in global
perishable transportation uses MCI’s Star Cool
container technology.
The company has also recently entered into
the Internet of Things (IoT) space with the recent
launch of Sekstant Global Guidance solutions,

which aims to transform reefer operations
through the use of operational data.
Fitzgerald said: “MCI’s strategy is to grow
in cold chain where our Star Cool technology
is a clear leader. This growth requires focused
investment in the best products and services.
“By putting all of MCI’s resources on the cold
chain business will ensure sustainable growth
and continued investment in the best products
and services for our customers.”
MCI has stated that the decision will not
impact any of its other facilities and these will
continue to operate as usual and support the
needs of their customers.

MCI will focus on its Star Cool reefers
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CHINA | FUGITIVE FORMER THAI PM APPOINTED AS CHINESE
CONTAINER TERMINAL CHAIRWOMAN
Former Thailand Prime Minister Yingluck
Shinawatra has been appointed as legal
representative and chairwoman of
Shantou International Container Terminal
(SICT).
Shinawatra became the 28th and the first
female PM of Thailand in 2011, however
she was removed from her position in
2014 and fled from the country in
2017.
She left ahead of a verdict of the Thai Supreme
Court in September 2017, where she was found
guilty of misconduct charges involving a rice
subsidy programme implemented during her
time in government.
The former prime minister was sentenced
in absentia to five years in prison for
negligence under the Thai Supreme Court
ruling.
SICT operates in the Guangdong province
of China and, set up by Hutchison Ports and
the Shantou Port Authority, it began operations
in 1997.
Hutchison Ports owns a 70% stock equity in
the terminal with the other 30% being owned
by the China Merchants Port group.
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Port software company Jade Logistics Group has
launched a new business named CargoChain,
which it has claimed will “revolutionise” the way
that cargo information is shared across the
global supply chain.
CargoChain has created an information sharing
and innovation platform that supports the distribution of previously unavailable data, as well
as the development of third-party applications.
David Lindsay, CargoChain’s CEO, explained
that the idea came from witnessing first-hand
an inability to share supply chain information
amongst multiple interested parties.
He added: “We observed this first with ports and
then looked across the entire supply chain, and

the problems were the same. Siloed, important
information that supply-chain actors didn’t have,
but needed, to make better decisions.”
While those involved in the supply chain
require full transparency and visibility, consumers
demand trust which the platform aims to provide
by sharing trusted data amongst all supply
chain actors.
It is one of the few supply chain solutions in the
world that uses blockchain technology to provide
the trust, an initiative which is gaining traction
in the maritime industry but that Lindsay said
most companies are struggling to incorporate
into their businesses.
Although, according to Lindsay, the platform

itself provides significantly more to supply chain
actors than blockchain and the company’s
vision is to provide the platform to application
developer communities globally.
“We want to allow developers to solve the
world’s supply chain problems for all logistics
players, large or small,” Lindsay explained.
Initial applications of the platform are already
in development for some of the company’s
Australian and New Zealand customers with
additional pilots for other supply chain projects.
In New Zealand particularly, there is interest
from major food exporters who need to prove
complete provenance with an emphasis on
food trust and safety.

SOUTH AMERICA | PARAGUAYAN CONTAINER TERMINAL GOES LIVE
WITH N4 TOS

Yingluck Shinawatra fled from Thailand in 2017

GLOBAL | HAPAG-LLOYD APPOINTS NEW COO AND EXECUTIVE
BOARD MEMBER
Maximilian Rothkopf has been appointed to
Hapag-Lloyd’s executive board and, effective
from July 1, 2019, will become the company’s
new chief operating officer (COO).
Rothkopf will join the executive board
on May 1, 2019 and replace 65-year-old
Anthony J. Firmin as COO once he retires on
June 30.
Since 2014, Rothkopf has been a partner
at the management consulting firm McKinsey
& Company where he has been a member
of the global travel, transport and logistics
(TTL) leadership team.
As part of the firm, he provided advice
to larger shipping companies, airlines and
numerous other globally operating logistics
companies.
At his new role as COO at Hapag-Lloyd,
Rothkopf will assume operational responsibility for the global shipping business and
advance the implementation of the company’s
‘Strategy 2023’ among other things.
M i c h a e l B e h re n d t , c h a i r m a n o f
Hapag-Lloyd’s supervisory board, said:
“With Rothkopf, we are bringing on board
a proven and internationally experienced
logistics expert who is familiar with

GLOBAL | JADE LOGISTICS LAUNCHES NEW BLOCKCHAIN SOLUTION

Hapag-Lloyd and has already given the
company much strategic advice during
his time as a consultant in the past

three years.
“We are very much looking forward to
working with him.”

Newly-opened Paraguayan container terminal
Terport Villeta has gone live with Navis’ N4
terminal operating system (TOS) with the aim
to offer its customers greater visibility on its
operations and cargo status.
The first phase of the facility opened in October
2018 after three years of planning, two years of
construction and a US$40m investment made
by operator Terport Terminales Portuarias.
It is one of two terminals in the country to
operate N4 and the software is expected to
help provide end-to-end visibility between the
Villeta facility and Terport’s other terminal in
San Antonio.
Nery Espinola, the CIO of Terport Villeta, said:
“We were confident in [N4’s] ability to deliver
seamless operations due to the success we
have seen in our San Antonio location.
“With N4 at the centre of our operations, we’ll
be able to achieve next level productivity while
operating with quality, safety and efficiency.”

Terport Villeta sits on the Paraguay-Panama waterway, which is the main channel for
transporting cargo in and out of Paraguay and,
according to the terminal, has an operating
capacity of over 100,000 teu.
It was built to be competitive with the region’s

most modern terminals and is the only facility in
the country to offer 100% electric rubber-tyred
gantry cranes (RTGs).
The second phase is expected to begin in
2019 and will include additional quay cranes,
RTGs and additional capacity.

Terport Villeta

Terport Villeta sits on the Paraguay-Panama waterway

GLOBAL | ONLINE CONTAINER XCHANGE INTRODUCES SMART
BOOKING

Maximilian Rothkopf will become COO of Hapag-LLoyd in July 2019
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Online container logistics marketplace Container
xChange has introduced Smart Booking, which
allows customers to send out a new request
with an existing partner in two clicks.
The feature is aimed at companies who consistently work with the same partner on the same
stretch and offers a way to set up a predefined
request that can be booked without negotiation
and saves time.
xChange product head Lennart Schlüter
explained: “In the past our users had to negotiate
financial terms such as free-days or per-diem
fees for every single request although they have

worked with the same partner many times before.
“Now [users] can send a smart booking
request to a partner they have already worked
with straight from the xChange dashboard – the
partner can accept right from his email inbox
and instantly release the containers.”
The Smart Booking will appear on the
dashboard once the user has sent out a smart
booking request, which includes financial terms, to
their partner of choice and it has been accepted.
Users can then select book now, add the
required amount of containers and send the
request.
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xChange CEO Dr. Johannes Schlingmeir
added: “Our vision is to make the process of
using or supplying Shipper Owned Containers
(SOCs) as easy as booking a flight and Smart
Booking is not far from that experience.”
In the same release, the company introduced
features that support communication with
partners outside of the platform that aims to
keep customers from overtyping information
or forwarding a lot of emails.
Users can add a partner to a request which
will allow them to view the request, use the chat
and provide pick-up/drop-off details.
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GLOBAL | WORLD’S FIRST DIGITAL SHIPPING COMPANY TO FORM IN 2019
Internet of Things (IoT) solution developer
Loginno has launched an initiative that, after a
six month selection process, aims to digitalise
one shipping line's entire container fleet in 2019.
The initiative has been named The Contopia
Factor (TCF) which features a new word created
by meshing “container” and “utopia”, something
the company has claimed describes a world
where every shipping container is real-time
IoT connected.
In an interview with software giant SAP,
Loginno co-founder Sachar Tal said: “The
shipping industry is ripe for disruption and for
a dramatic technological upgrade.”
The selection process is open until March
2019 to mid to small size shipping companies
that must submit an executive summary which
details what they will do with the equipment

if chosen.
According to Loginno, once the process is
closed, a panel of industry leaders will decide
which company will have its entire fleet fitted
with its patented AGAM devices.
Nir Gartzman, co-founder of TCF partner
theDOCK, said: “The selected shipping
company will forever be etched in history as
the first shipping company to go full digital
on their container fleet.”
He added: “Not only that: creating Contopia
will have a significant effect on the bottom
line of that shipping company, decreasing
operational costs, and gaining competitive
advantages because of the upgrades services
they could offer their customers.”
theDOCK is a part of a group of TCF partners
that are innovation leaders in their sector such

as leader of classification and marine services
Lloyd’s Register, electronics manufacturing giant Sunwoda and defence innovation
leader IAI.
Another partner, Ben Gurion University’s
(BGU) industrial engineering and management
department, has planned to create a “unique
sandbox” in which TCF use cases can be
tested in real-life scenarios.
Some of the scenarios include the onboarding
of scale-less weight measurement, SOLAS
VGM compliant and the development of a
“Cyber Seal” certificate to replace a container’s
physical seal.
BGU has also planned use cases in
operational optimisation, supply chain
management, smart cargo insurance and
frictionless country borders.

UK | FARGO SYSTEMS PROVIDES OPERATIONS SOFTWARE FOR RAIL
FREIGHT FACILITY
Doncaster multimodal logistics park iPort has
implemented Fargo Systems software at its new
intermodal rail freight facility iPort Rail, aiming
to maximise terminal operational efficiency.
The facility will utilise CYMAN, the software
developer’s container and yard management
solution, for its terminal operations combined
with a real time EDI interface from transport
management system TOPS.
The two systems will provide complete
visibility of the supply chain and make it possible
for the terminal to plan both road and rail arrivals
and departures, according to Fargo Systems.
Fargo Systems’ director Steve Collins said:
“iPort needed a supplier who understands the
industry and who could not only provide reliable
and robust modern solutions but who could
also support a new business as it develops

in the industry.
“Selecting Fargo Systems gave iPort
immediate access to important supply chain
links and interfaces.”
With automated EDI links with shipping
lines, CYMAN system offers in/out gate and
CODECO messaging, maintenance and repair
as well as a storage rating module and a yard
jobs management and scheduling module.
The software also provides flexibility to differentiate lift, storage job and repair charges
for numerous factors – for example by yard,
customer and container type and for full or
empty containers.
It also provides the control of managing and
recording tasks carried out on containers within
the yard in the care of the facility and offers the
ability to raise and invoice appropriate charges.

GLOBAL | HUMAN/AI PARTNERSHIPS MAKE TERMINALS MORE
EFFICIENT, INFORM CLAIMS
Inform has planned to utilise more human/AI
partnerships in its container terminal software
with the aim to offer substantial efficiency gains.
Through its machine learning assessment
project, which reviewed data from different
terminals, the company found several areas
where changes to its add-on modules could
have the potential to offer an improvement in
resilience and cost reductions.
Dr. Eva Savelsberg, senior vice president of
Inform’s logistics division, said: “Where we’re
at with machine learning, agile optimisation,
and expert knowledge is a delta circuit of
co-evolution of human, math and machine.
“Humans have a very significant role to play
in the foreseeable future of any AI system;
it is well documented that human/AI paired
systems outperform yet their singular counterparts.”
Areas that could be improved through
machine learning included, among others,
dwell time, outbound mode of transport
predictions and predictions around integrated
robotics systems.
Patterns for dwell time could be detected
and used for more accurate input into AI
systems, according to Savelsberg.
Additionally, better predictions about the
mode of transport with which a container
will leave a port could offer improvements
in storage and repositioning of containers.
Adrian Weller, CEO of Inform, said: “We do
not believe in AI running wild, we believe that
human control on a meta-basis is essential
for AI to function properly.
“It is like auto-pilot in an aircraft; it performs
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its role very well 90% of the time but, depending
on the situation, one can take control back
from the autonomous system.”
Inform has been implementing Cyber-Physical systems incorporating AI, data analytics,
robotics and human machine interfaces at

container terminals around the world for
several years and has worked with AI for
two decades.
In 2018, the company was announced
as one of the 20 most promising artificial
solution providers.

iPort Rail is a 30 acre multimodal, independently operated high volume container site
with the capacity for the longest trains in the
UK and connects to the UK rail network via
the South Yorkshire Joint Freight Line.
Due to its positioning and design, iPort Rail
has claimed that it offers quick and efficient
logistics connectivity to all parts of the UK
reachable by the UK rail networks and with
direct access to important motorways in South
Yorkshire.
Speaking about the decision to use Fargo
Systems, Andy Wishart, the facility’s operations
manager, said: “As a new facility with a newly
established team, we not only valued their
product expertise, but also their extensive
knowledge of industry practice in helping to
define our processes.”

NEWS | ENVIRONMENT

SPAIN | PORT OF VALENCIA TO UTILISE HYDROGEN ENERGY FOR
CONTAINER HANDLING
The Port of Valencia has become the first
port in Europe to use hydrogen energy in its
container terminals as part of a pilot project
with a total investment of €4m (US$4.54m).
Through the pilot project, entitled H2Ports,
the port will receive the first machines powered
by hydrogen batteries – a reachstacker for
loading, unloading and transporting containers
and a terminal tractor for roll-on roll-off (ro-ro)
cargo.
Additionally in the initial phase of H2Ports, a
mobile hydrogen supply station will be installed
and will work in the Grimaldi (Valencia Terminal

Europa) and MSC terminals at the port.
The Valenciaport Foundation, the National
Hydrogen Center and the private companies
MSC Terminal Valencia, Grimaldi Group,
Hyster-Yale and Atena will participate in the
project alongside the port authority of Valencia.
H2Ports has received funding from the
Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking
(FCHJU), a European public-private partnership
that promotes the adoption of hydrogen as a
low-emission alternative.
It is supported by the research and innovation
programmes Horizon 2020 of the European

Union, Hydrogen Europe Research and
Hydrogen Europe.
The Port of Valencia first adopted the initiative
in 2017 when the port authority and the Valenciaport foundation signed a collaboration
agreement with FCHJU with the aim to reduce
emissions and its carbon footprint.
The two companies are among over 88
regions and cities belonging to 22 countries
of the EU that have already signed this
memorandum including London, Reykjavik,
Venice, Hamburg and the regions of Pays de
la Loire and Rhine-Westphalia.

ECUADOR | CONTECON GUAYAQUIL BECOMES LATIN AMERICA’S
FIRST CO2 NEUTRAL PORT

Inform claims AI paired with human expertise performs better
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Contecon Guayaquil SA (CGSA) has become
the first South American port to obtain a carbon-neutral certification as it has committed
itself to ensure eco-friendly and sustainable
operations.
The certification, awarded by the Ecuador
Ministry of Environment and environmental
ratings agency, Sambito SA, marks CGSA’s
compliance to ISO 14064-1 standards that
are directed towards greater sustainability initiatives.
José Antonio Contreras, CGSA’s CEO,
said: “This certification highlights, above all,
a conviction and responsibility to guarantee
eco-friendly and sustainable operations with

less contamination to the environment. This
is our contribution for a better world.”
The container terminal, run by International
Container Terminal Services, Inc. (ICTSI), has
set up a team to verify and create mechanisms
to lower the port’s industrial emissions.
It has also sponsored the preservation
of 14,600 ha of natural areas in Ecuador –
10,000 ha of mangrove forests and 4,600
ha of native forests – as part of mitigating
efforts to reduce carbon emissions from port
equipment.
ICTSI is making the effort to optimise energy-efficient operations across all its operations
as it continues its enhancement of energy
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monitoring systems, expands the use of next
generation energy-efficient cargo handling
equipment and vehicle fleets.
Anders Kjeldsen, ICTSI senior vice president
and regional head of the Americas, explained
that CGSA’s recent achievement supports the
group’s efforts to minimising the impact of port
operations towards hinterland communities.
He said: “Beyond port efficiency, the ICTSI
group has been making substantial investments
to ensure an environmental-friendly supply
chain, with the long term vision of being able
to secure appropriate certifications for all ports
– regardless of location, project age or stage
of development.”
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US | SOUTH CAROLINA PORTS WELCOMES AGRICULTURE EXPORT
TRANSLOAD FACILITY
C&M Hog Farm’s transload facility has opened,
handling soybeans and other local products
bound for overseas markets via Inland Port Dillon,
part of South Carolina Ports Authority (SCPA).
Jim Newsome, SCPA president and CEO,
said: “The expansion of C&M is exciting news
that reflects the benefits of Inland Port Dillon
for farming and agricultural business across
the Carolinas.”

Demand for facilities to transload North and
South Carolina agriculture products ranging from
soybeans to grains, peanuts and animal feeds
has increased significantly since the opening
of Inland Port Dillon in April 2018.
In addition to next-day rail service to and
from SCPA’s marine terminals, the inland hub
provides local access to empty containers and
the added cost benefit of a round-trip pipeline

for loaded containers.
South Carolina Commissioner of agriculture
Hugh Weathers said: “As we continue growing
our agribusiness industry, I know Inland Port
Dillon will continually be vital to future expansion
opportunities.”
Established in 1987, C&M is an independent
hog farm, local grain elevator and trucking
company located in Latta, South Carolina.

TURKEY | P&O FERRYMASTERS LAUNCHES NEW INTERMODAL
SERVICES FROM TURKEY TO ROTTERDAM AND ZEEBRUGGE
Logistic solutions provider P&O Ferrymasters
has launched new intermodal services that link
Turkey to Rotterdam and Zeebrugge via the
Free Port of Trieste in Italy and offer a transit
time of less than a week.
The services will connect Turkey with Europe’s
principal logistics hubs at Rotterdam and
Zeebrugge with rail links from the port of
Trieste and departures six times a week in

both directions.
Wim Blomme, intermodal director at P&O
Ferrymasters, said: “This new link between
Turkey and our European network will give
[customers] certainty on transit times and
reduce their transport costs because of the
partnerships we have put in place.”
The company opened its first office in Turkey in
summer 2018 and these new services contribute

towards its efforts to expand the reach of its
services into Eastern Europe and Asia.
John Freyne, P&O Ferrymasters’ intermodal
business development manager, said: “We
expect Turkey to become an important hub
as we focus on supporting new trade lanes
with both road transportation solutions and the
introduction of highly sustainable intermodal
assets.”

INDIA | APM TERMINALS INLAND SERVICES CLEARED TO HANDLE
HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS
APM Terminals (APMT) Inland Services’
integrated inland container depot (ICD) and
supply chain solutions facility at Chakan,
Pune has been awarded environmental
clearance to store, handle, transport, and
deliver hazardous chemicals in any form.
The clearance given by the ministry of
environment, forest and climate change, is
the first for an Indian ICD.
India is the third largest chemical producer
in Asia and its domestic Industry is projected
to reach US$403bn by 2025.
The growing gap between the urgent need
for qualified service providers and their availability has posed a continuous challenge to
players across the ecosystem.
Ajit Venkataraman, APMT Inland Services,
South Asia managing director, said: “We
realised that the lack of facilities with environmental clearance for storage and handling
of chemical cargo was impeding various
regional industries and manufacturers from
taking their business to the next level.”
The facility in Chakan is equipped with a
yard capable of handling 60,000 containers
annually, a bonded and non-bonded export-import warehouse and a domestic
warehouse.
Other services include customs clearance,
empty container acceptance, transportation
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solutions and container repairs which are
typically offered near ports.
Venkataraman added: “We are now looking
forward to further strengthen our customers’
chemical supply chains by providing safe and
sustainable solutions, minimising associated
risks, and delivering ease of doing business.”
The purpose of the environmental clearance

is to identify, examine, assess and evaluate
the likely and probable impacts of a proposed
project or activity on the environment.
It is also focused on working out remedial
action plans to minimise adverse impact
on the environment and ensure safety of
employees, visitors, contractors and the
communities impacted.

Kaustubh Dalvi, Jade Logistics’
president of global sales, on data
sharing: “ It’s like buying a Ferrari,
keeping it in the garage and not
using it.”
Page 39

Raffaello Pantucci, director of international security studies at the
Royal United Services Institute
(RUSI) : “ “If … you’re talking
about delivering prosperity and
developing into Xinjiang, you really
have to talk about developing the
regions round it. ”
Page 29

Dr. Mathias Dobner, CEO of the
joint venture between DP World
and SMS Group: “ Our system will
significantly increase the productivity of handling ships on the quay.
This means that quay walls can be
shortened by a third.”
Page 09

Adrian Weller, CEO of Inform:
"We do not believe in AI running
wild, we believe that human control
on a meta-basis is essential for AI
to function properly”
Page 22

The ICD in Chakan, Pune

Bob Van Den Berghe, regional
coordinator for the CCP in Latin
America: “ [International port
connections give] criminal organisations the opportunity to use
the shipping lines’ connections to
transport illicit goods all over the
world.”
Page 30

Mark Whitworth, chief executive
of Peel Ports: “ The logistics
business is naturally risk-averse,
especially in these unprecedented
times, but it’s clear that the rewards
are there for those prepared to take
bold moves.”
Page 10

Sean Fitzgerald, CEO of Maersk
Container Industry: “Regrettably,
our decision to focus on the cold
chain business will impact our
factory in Dongguan which has
been idle since the beginning of
December [2018] due to the tough
market conditions."
Page 19

Follow us on Twitter | @ContainerMag | #CMTalkingTheTalk
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Family business
Whether handling bulk by hand, adapting to containerisation or gearing up to survive
hurricanes, Luis A. Ayala Colón Sucrs., Inc. has maintained its family feel over the 80 years
of its existence, as Emmanuel Mair explains

A

ttention to detail, foresight, resilience – it takes a
particular set of qualities for a company in the freight
transport sector to thrive over an 80-year period.
Luis A. Ayala Colón Sucrs., Inc., which celebrated its 80th
anniversary last year, has built a trusted reputation in the
US territory of Puerto Rico as a family-owned company
providing excellent vessel and cargo handling services.
Over that time, it managed not only to master the labour-intensive breakbulk handling that characterised the
pre-containerisation era, but also effectively managed the
transition to containers while making itself resilient to the
often catastrophic hurricanes that batter the region.
The firm was founded initially by Luis Ayala Colon in
1938, while he was working at the Port of Ponce. He had
previously worked as a traffic agent in a local company
before deciding to go into business on his own. Ayala Colon
began offering husbandry services for vessels coming from
the Dominican Republic and Venezuela.
These vessels were typically wooden schooners – sailing
ships with two or more masts – which were discharged by
hand to small barges and then to the pier. At that time the
business consisted largely of small vessel agency work,
with loads of 200–300 tonnes per vessel.
Over time, Ayala Colon attracted more cargo and more
customers, becoming a big handler of coffee, sugar and
lumber. After his death in 1965 his sons, Luis Ayala Parsi
and Hernan Ayala Parsi, entered the business, which had
six employees at the time.
As freight cargo handling evolved with palletisation and
then containerisation, the family spotted a new business
opportunity in the capital San Juan. Luis Ayala Parsi, now
CEO of the company, told CM: “We received a contract
for a barge operation – breakbulk, lumber and construction materials. We had to go to San Juan to look for a berth
and a warehouse. Fortunately, Warehouse B in the Puerto
Nuevo area was available and so was Berth C, which we
still have.”
Around the same time, the company made its first
foray into the container business, when Delta Line from
New Orleans launched a service to Puerto Rico. Although
the service was shut down a year later in 1971 following
complaints from Sealand and the Federal Maritime
Commission (FMC), the operations helped the terminal
get to grips with handling containers.
Luis Ayala Parsi went to the US to Taylor Machine Works
and bought a container-handling machine, which could deal
with loads of 30 tonnes. “The machine is still operational
today,” he noted. “Every time personnel from Taylor come
here, they marvel at it because they call it the grandmother
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Luis Ayala Colon,
who founded the
company in 1938
Hernan AyalaParsi and Luis AyalaParsi
Luis Ayala-Parsi
(right) receiving the CSA
2017 Terminal Efficiency
and Production Award
with Hernan AyalaRubio (left)

of the grandmothers.”
The attractiveness of the terminal in San Juan grew over
time, for several reasons. A highway connecting Ponce to
San Juan was completed in 1972, reducing a 3–4-hour
drive to roughly 90 minutes and making the facility more
accessible. Additionally, the Ayala Parsis committed to
investing in state-of-the-art equipment, encouraging more
services to visit their terminal.
Hernan Ayala-Rubio, currently executive vice-president
of the company and son of Hernan Ayala Parsi, remarked:
“My uncle Luis was involved in the Caribbean Shipping
Association and my father Hernan was very involved in the
National Association of Waterfront Employers (NAWE). To
keep up with the rest of the world you have to take risks and
you have to move forward, and I think that the combination
between my father and my uncle of being very cautious and
very risk-taking worked very well.”
He elaborated: “They had the vision to acquire the
equipment. They were among the first people on the
island to use a toploader, the first ones to acquire an empty
container handler, to buy a rubber-tyred gantry (RTG) crane
and to buy a Gottwald mobile harbour crane (MHC).”
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, breakbulk arrived from
Chile while timber came from Brazil; these products were
transferred into containers before heading off again. In Ayala-Rubio’s opinion, it was the investments in equipment
that enabled the company to attract these kinds of cargo.
“Buying MHCs at that time was very successful because
we were able to work any type of ship,” he added. Although
the terminal had a very tight area then of just six acres, all of
the space was utilised in an efficient manner, he pointed out.
Over the years, volumes have grown steadily at Terminal
Luis A. Ayala Colón Sucrs. in San Juan, regularly exceeding
200,000 teu annually. This has occurred despite the blight of
extreme weather events, which have considerably disrupted
other facilities in the Caribbean.

SURVIVING THE STORM
With Puerto Rico receiving 98% of its cargo by water, the
ability of its ports to withstand hurricanes is paramount
for the country to function. According to Ayala-Rubio,
Hurricane Georges in 1998 “taught us a lesson” about
preparing for big storms. The Gottwald MHCs withstood
the hurricane, although four gantry cranes belonging to a
neighbouring terminal were damaged.
When the devastating Hurricane Maria hit Puerto Rico
in 2017, the terminal showed an astounding amount of
resilience and was able to reopen within 48 hours. “Our
industry was the only one working 100%,” explained Ayala-
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Terminal Luis A.
Ayala Colon Sucrs now
handles over 200,000
teu annually

Rubio. “Everybody did their own thing to get prepared and
we survived and we were able to continue operations.”
The terminal stayed in close contact with the US Coast
Guard to ensure that staff knew what time the port would
close and to ensure that there was enough time for
everything to be secured first. Ayala-Rubio added: “In
communications, it gets to a point where it’s face-to-face.
With the Coast Guard those first two days, we had to go
to their office to talk to them because nothing was up –
electricity was out 100%.”
In fact, the terminal was ready just 24 hours after the
hurricane, and port operations would have begun earlier
had there not been a restriction on working outside daylight
hours. According to Ayala-Rubio , the key ingredient to the
operation was the intense preparation undertaken in the
months and years between major hurricanes.
Outside of hurricane season, the terminal practices
securing its cranes, with workers able to secure them in
four hours. Plans are made for what to do with equipment,
empty equipment and empty containers; the empties are
brought down to three or four high and are lashed.
“Our employees were back to work the next day,
including union employees,” explained Ayala-Rubio. “They
really helped getting everything back to normal. Staff spent
eight hours preparing the terminal and offices.
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“We have the resources in our office to have back-up
generators, back-up T1 lines and back-up communications, which survived the hurricane. We didn’t have satellite
phones at the time, but we ended up getting them and we
have them ready for the next emergency.”
Having successfully withstood the worst hurricane ever
to hit Puerto Rico, the company’s eyes must be on future
developments. Keeping this in mind, the terminal will
implement the Navis N4 terminal operating system (TOS)
this year, along with Navis Professional Services and Navis
Training Services. This large-scale upgrade is expected to
help increase vessel productivity by 8–10% and to reduce
turnaround times to less than 20 minutes per container
transaction. Four Panamax cranes will also be purchased
this year, capable of handling the large vessels that can
call at San Juan.
Not only is Luis A. Ayala Colon Sucrs., Inc. retaining its
commitment to operating with high-class equipment, it is
also maintaining the family feel of the business. Ayala-Rubio’s nephew has already begun working at the terminal,
while another nephew is studying mechanical engineering,
indicating that the fourth generation has a strong interest in
continuing the legacy. What has been the key to the past
80 years of success? In Luis Ayala Parsi’s view, it can be
summed up in one word – “perseverance”.
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Putting the brakes on
China’s BRI ambitions
Belt and Road projects are springing up all over the Eurasian land mass, but the first signs
of pushback are beginning to appear. Emmanuel Mair reports

W

hen last year Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir
Mohamad appeared to criticise China’s strategic
moves as a “new version of colonialism”, it was
perhaps the clearest example yet of the geopolitical tensions
surrounding the Asian giant’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI).
“We do not want a situation where there is a new version
of colonialism happening, because poor countries are
unable to compete with rich countries, therefore we need
fair trade,” stated Mohamad.
The Malaysian government cancelled US$23bn worth of
BRI projects in 2018, including two oil and gas pipelines,
while also suspending the development of the US$20bn
East Coast Rail Link, citing excessive costs. The latter, a
688km railway that is planned to carry both passengers
and freight between Port Klang on the west coast of
Malaysia and the northeast of the country, could now be
back on the cards for resumption, although on a smaller
scale.
Under its initial terms, the rail link could potentially
have created a “land bridge” between Port Klang and
Kuantan Port, allowing cargo to bypass the Straits of
Malacca, where the Port of Singapore lies. Such a colossal
development would have the potential to seriously shake
up South East Asia’s maritime dynamics. Yet it is currently
a distant prospect at best, with Chinese state-owned firm
COSCO Shipping Ports recently agreeing to expand its
joint venture terminal with PSA in Singapore.
Wherever you look on a map between China and
Western Europe, via East Africa, the Middle East, South
East Asia and Central Asia, there are huge China-backed
projects planned or currently under way. There are also
now the first signs of pushback.
Speaking at a conference in London in January 2019,
James Schwemlein, a former US diplomat and non-resident scholar in the South Asia Programme at the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace, said: “The scale of Belt
and Road financial obligations appears to be a recurring
problem. China’s ambition is laudable and the infrastructure
gap across Asia is real, but states with weak institutions
struggle under the stress of long-term debt obligations.”
Citing examples in Malaysia, Pakistan and Sri Lanka, he
added: “Financial obligations made for short-term political
benefit were quickly challenged as a result of political
transitions once those expedient benefits were exhausted.”

OBSTACLES TO IMPLEMENTATION
Despite Chinese President Xi Jinping’s regular speeches
advocating “win-win cooperation” and “common destiny”,
many obstacles lie between implementing projects and
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delivering successful outcomes.
The China–Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is one
of six economic corridors included in the BRI and one
that has received considerable scrutiny recently. The
main objective is to build an economic corridor including
highways, railways and oil and gas pipelines between
Kashgar in China’s landlocked Xinjiang province and
Gwadar Port on the western part of Pakistan’s coast.
Dr. Nalanda Roy, assistant professor of international
studies and Asian politics at Georgia Southern University,
called Gwadar Port the “jewel in the crown” for China that
will give Beijing reliable access to the Persian Gulf.
The port currently has three multi-purpose berths, but
once complete it will offer four deepwater container berths
along 3,200 m of quay as well as terminals catering to oil,
bulk and grain, amongst other commodities.
So far, the CPEC project portfolio is worth US$62bn
in total, with 70% of the potential expenditure slated for
electrical power projects. To date US$18.9bn worth of
CPEC projects have been initiated or completed, according
to the Chinese embassy in Islamabad, including two sets
of coal-fired power plants.
However, the rationale behind the decisions that guide
CPEC has come in for scrutiny. The previous Pakistan
government attempted to execute several projects rapidly
in a process known as “Punjab speed” – coincidentally
looking to finish them before the 2018 elections.
Speaking at the same London conference, Arif Rafiq,
non-resident fellow at the Middle East Institute and
president of Vizier Consulting, said: “Speed itself is not
necessarily a good thing. ‘Punjab speed’ was motivated
by political priorities and it actually became a liability due
to typically poor Pakistani planning.”
The rapid importing of heavy machinery and energy at

a time of high commodity prices contributed to Pakistan’s
foreign exchange reserves falling considerably, putting the
country on the verge of a balance of payments crisis. As
a result, the new Pakistan government is in talks with the
IMF for a bail-out.
According to Rafiq, it is “obvious” that a long-term plan
for CPEC released in 2017 does not guide decision-making by officials in China and Pakistan. “There is no clarity
on the firm basis for the inclusion or exclusion of projects
from the CPEC portfolio,” he stated.
“There are municipal metro rail projects [included] that
provide connectivity within a given city in Pakistan but
have no relevance to regional connectivity. There are also
Chinese-funded electric power projects that are ongoing
in Pakistan but are not included in the CPEC portfolio.”
Hinterland connectivity is another area about which
observers are puzzled. One of the flagship projects under
CPEC is the realignment of the Karakoram Highway,
connecting Xinjiang and Pakistan by land, with Pakistan
taking out US$2bn in loans to administer the project.
However, Rafiq questioned whether such an investment
in inland transport was good value when the majority of
trade between the two countries flows by sea.
“What type of future economic activity justifies this $2bn
expenditure?” he asked. “We are yet to see investment
by China in industrial centres that lie along this northern
corridor inside Pakistan. That money perhaps would
have been better spent in Pakistan’s largest city Karachi,
which is its industrial hub and home to its two largest ports
[Karachi and Port Qasim]. There is no single highway being
built to connect China to Gwadar itself. Effectively the road
network that is being constructed through CPEC is just
Pakistan’s national highway network.”
The feasibility of focusing on Gwadar Port was also
questioned by Schwemlein, who pointed out that it was
unrealistic for a meaningful economic relationship to
develop when the border crossing between China and
Pakistan is the highest in the world.
Roy also noted the overarching geopolitical issues,
pointing out: “Gwadar Port is perceived in India as less
likely to become a vibrant economic hub than to serve as
a naval base for China’s expanded blue water fleet and its
operations in the Indian Ocean.”

CONSIDERING CHINA’S MOTIVATION

Mahathir Mohamad,
the 93 year old
Malaysian Prime Minister
Credit - Chatham House
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With scepticism over the economic viability of some BRI
projects from a trade perspective, it is worth considering
underlying Chinese motivations as well. A number of
planned land-based transport projects pass through
Xinjiang – the province where China has taken a hard-line
approach in dealing with domestic unrest, holding millions
of minority people, mainly Muslims, in re-education camps,
according to the UN.
Looking at the expanding rail networks that connect
China to Europe via Xinjiang and Central Asia, even though
they have far more expensive rates than ocean freight,
the BRI project could be perceived partly as a means of
solving domestic problems.
Raffaello Pantucci, director of international security
studies at the Royal United Services Institute (RUSI),
stated: “If you’re talking about Xinjiang and you’re talking
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about delivering prosperity and developing into Xinjiang,
you really have to talk about developing the regions round
it. You’re talking about a landlocked place that’s really
far away from what are traditionally China’s economically prosperous hubs along its coasts. If [China] can make
this region around it prosperous and stable, this will have a
reflected [impact] on Xinjiang and can help stabilise Xinjiang
and the country.”
Clearly, the BRI is too broad a concept to view all of its
projects through a single lens. There are some components
which make economic and strategic sense: Piraeus Port in
Greece, for example, continues to grow, as does the Port
of Colombo in Sri Lanka, both of which have significant
Chinese backing. Others, such as some of the CPEC
projects mentioned above, appear to be less well thought
out. There are also projects which simply won’t get off the
ground because of domestic issues, such as with those
in Malaysia.
Nevertheless, it seems evident that with the majority of
the 66 countries that have BRI projects being somewhat
lacking in economic strength, on the whole Chinese
funding will be difficult to turn down.
Pantucci added: “In Central Asia, people endlessly say,
‘There are problems with this and the Chinese company
treats us badly.’ And they all have stories about pollution
and the other problems that play out. But they don’t fundamentally disagree with the underlying logic that China
is an important economic partner for them. That element
is important to think about more broadly with the BRI and
the narratives we see.”

The BRI's corridors
Credit - HKTDC
The development
of Gwadar Port is an
integral part of CPEC
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Turning
back the tide
With cocaine production at its highest recorded level, ports and authorities in transit countries
face increasing challenges in preventing narcotrafficking. Alistair Ross reports

C

olombia is infamous for being the home of the
cocaine industry and the country is a regular
focus for Hollywood thrillers and TV dramas,
but away from the limelight it is transit countries with
globally linked ports where the challenges of narcotrafficking truly lie.
Globally, the production of cocaine is at an all-time high.
In its 2018 annual report, the United Nations Office on
Drugs and Crime (UNODC) estimated that 1,410 tonnes
of the drug were produced in 2016, up 25% from 2015,
and the onus is on ports, customs authorities and international organisations to tackle the rise in narcotrafficking.
The Global Container Control Programme (CCP),
established jointly by UNODC and the World Customs
Organization (WCO), trains and mobilises anti-smuggling
units across the world. Last year in Latin America it seized
50 tonnes of cocaine from containers: 24 tonnes in Brazil,
largely in the Port of Santos, 12 tonnes in Ecuador and
8.5 tonnes in Panama.
“Ports here are connected with important countries
worldwide,” explained Bob Van Den Berghe, regional
coordinator for the CCP in Latin America. “This gives
criminal organisations the opportunity to use the shipping
lines’ connections to transport illicit goods all over the
world.”
There is also pressure on destination countries, which
are mainly European: of the 50 tonnes seized in Latin
America, 40 tonnes were destined for the Old Continent.
Last year the Mayor of Antwerp spoke out on the flows
of cocaine through the city’s port, but Rotterdam and
Algeciras are also targeted by narcotraffickers due to the
high volumes of merchandise being processed at these
ports, which makes control more difficult.
Last year Spanish police made the largest cocaine bust
in their history when they seized 9 tonnes in Algeciras
concealed in a shipment of bananas, which also makes
it the largest amount found within a container in Europe.
If they escape detection, drugs shipped through ports
like Algeciras can easily be shifted across the continent.
For ports in South America and Europe there are two
important measures that increase the effectiveness of
anti-smuggling operations: cooperating with international agencies and other countries, and deploying the latest
technology.
“In the globalised society of the 21st century, no country
can effectively combat a phenomenon as complex as
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drug trafficking in an isolated way,” a spokesperson for
Spain’s Intelligence Centre for Counter-Terrorism and
Organized Crime (CITCO) told CM. “Cooperation with
other countries not only allows periodic bilateral or multilateral meetings, but also enhances the exchange of
information and intelligence.”
The CCP, which last year won an annual award from
the Bureau International des Containers, adopts an inter-agency approach. “[This approach] offers national
officers the opportunity to receive more specialised
training, taking advantage of an environment that
emphasises the sharing and exchange of knowledge,
expertise and good practices,” Van Den Berghe
explained.
The training of staff is particularly important, and it
enables personnel within CCP’s units to check containers
appropriately while ensuring that the flow of boxes
continues at a healthy rate. With corruption posing a
major challenge alongside narcotrafficking, the body has
now included anti-corruption training in its programme.

prospective analysis, drone surveillance and predictive
techniques to prevent drug trafficking.
In Valparaiso the port authority has deployed a Port
Community System, Silogport, to improve the control
of goods travelling inside containers. “We have all cargo
data ahead of time and maintain traceability as it moves
inside the port,” explained Lazcano. “We are electronically integrated to maintain an information channel with
the cargo’s data, so customs can evaluate the risk.”
Scanners are in place in many ports, but their
placement varies. Some, like those in Rotterdam, are
located on the container terminals while others, like
those in Antwerp, are located outside. Van Den Berghe
explained that placing scanners within terminals can
lessen the risk of contamination by reducing the chances
of non-authorised personnel accessing cargo.
This is also a welcome side-effect of automation. “The
current semi-automation of the Port of Antwerp is a
disadvantage because this means you still have a lot
of physical presence of dockers and labourers on the
container terminals,” Van Den Berghe said.
For many bodies, the exponential increase in international container traffic offers a challenge in itself while
also inviting illegal behaviour. “[This growth] hinders
control while there is also an increasing use of malware
aimed at modifying documentation associated with international container traffic,” explained the CITCO spokesperson.
“Drug trafficking using containers is the modus
operandi of organised crime groups to introduce illicit
merchandise into destination countries,” they continued.
“The expectation is that this behaviour will continue
to grow.”

In the globalised society of the
21st century, no country can effectively
combat a phenomenon as complex as
drug trafficking in an isolated way
COOPERATION IS KEY
Cooperation within a port is also key. Last February
Chilean authorities seized 148 kg of cocaine paste
departing from the ports of Valparaiso and San Antonio,
and Gerado Lazcano, logistics manager at the Valparaiso
Port Authority, said that the authority works hand in hand
with customs to tackle the drugs trade.
“We provide all the infrastructure required to inspect
cargo and we are also integrated with the Transportation
Bureau to control the cargo flow between the port and
the Logistics Support Extension Zone (ZEAL), where the
customs service and the Ministry of Agriculture have an
operations centre,” explained Lazcano.
The implementation of new technology is also key,
with ports and custom authorities exploiting big data,

Cocaine is often
destined for large
European ports such as
Rotterdam
Cocaine paste
discovered by the
Chilean authorities
A recent seizure of
cocaine in Algeciras
amounted to 9 tonnes,
the largest amount found
in containers in Europe
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The AlphaBeta report suggested that the potential
market for the facility extended across the Hunter region,
northern NSW and central parts of the state and that, with
time, it could expand to parts of Sydney. It claimed that
it would boost exports for the Hunter and northern NSW
regions by a value of AU$800m (US$578m) by 2050. It
also predicted that, without the restrictions imposed by
the PCDs, the Newcastle container terminal would add
AU$6bn (US$4.2bn) to the gross state product (GSP) of
NSW by 2050. It would save businesses and consumers
in northern NSW AU$2.8bn (US$1.97bn) and cut freight
journeys over land by 40%, it added.
A spokesperson for the Port of Newcastle told CM:
“The port is committed to this project to bring significant
economic benefits, boost NSW’s port competitiveness
and lower freight prices for farmers and regional exporters
across the north, northwest and central regions of the
state.”
Trade in NSW, however, is predominantly driven by
imports rather than exports, and for every 10 full import
containers, six are exported empty and only four full. Ashley
Dinning, the chief commercial officer for Patrick Terminals,
does not believe that the project will be as successful as
the Port of Newcastle hopes. He claimed that the repositioning of empty containers would cause issues for the
facility, especially if its market expanded to Sydney.
He added: “The shipping lines will have to bear that
cost. If they try to pass it on to the importer that brought
the container in, they will become uncompetitive against
shipping lines that are calling at Sydney.”

Critical times
A proposed new container terminal could greatly benefit the Australian
state of New South Wales, according to its potential operator, but others
fear that it may lead to oversaturation. Lacey Jones reports

T

he Australian shipping industry started 2019 in a
tumultuous state: while the number of containers
handled by Australian ports grew 11.6% to 8m
teu in 2018, promoting growth across the region, two of
its major port operators faced criticism, one for increasing its charges and the other for alleged anti-competitive
agreements that threaten to hinder the development of a
new terminal.
The Port of Newcastle, though not normally noted for its
container activities with a negligible throughput of 10,000
teu per annum, has for many years consistently advocated
for a container terminal to be built on its site. In summer
2018, fellow port operator and competitor DP World
Australia ended negotiations with Newcastle regarding
the construction of such a terminal.
Later in the year, however, consultancy AlphaBeta
brought attention back to the project as it released a report
detailing the potential benefits it could provide. This surge
of interest in the facility brought scrutiny to NSW Ports,
which manages Port Botany in Sydney and Port Kembla to
the south, over what the chair of the Australian Competition
and Consumer Commission (ACCC), Rod Sims, called “anti-competitive” agreements made between the operator
and the New South Wales (NSW) government.
The agreements, known as Port Commitment Deeds
(PCDs), were entered into for a term of 50 years as part of
the privatisation process of Port Kembla and Port Botany in
2013. The deeds oblige the state of NSW to compensate
the operators of the two ports if container traffic at the Port
of Newcastle exceeds 30,000 teu per annum.
The ACCC has alleged that this was likely to prevent
or hinder the development of a container terminal at
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Newcastle and had the purpose, or was likely to have
the effect of, substantially reducing competition. The Port
of Newcastle also signed a 50-year deed when it was
privatised in 2014 which required it to reimburse the state
of NSW for any compensation paid to the operators of Port
Kembla and Port Botany, making a container terminal an
uneconomic prospect.
The ACCC instituted proceedings against NSW Ports in
the Federal Court in December 2018. The operator claimed
that it would be mounting a vigorous defence, as it had
paid a consideration of AU$5.1bn (US$3.7bn) to the state
in 2013 based on the full contractual terms contained in
the agreements. In a statement, NSW Ports said that it
“firmly believes that the agreements (including provisions of
the 2013 Port Commitment Deeds) signed with the NSW
Government to lease its assets at Port Botany and Port
Kembla operate in the best interests of all stakeholders,
the economy and people of NSW”.
While container traffic at Newcastle is currently a long
way from exceeding the 30,000 teu cap and no payments
have been made, the agreements would surely have
an impact on any new dedicated container terminal.
According to the port, the fully automated and low-carbon
facility it is proposing, if it goes ahead, could become the
most productive container terminal in Australia; it has set
out plans for it to grow to an annual throughput of 2m
teu within 20 years. Currently, Australia’s east coast ports
cannot accommodate the 14,000–18,000 teu vessels that
have started to appear on other trade lanes. However,
Newcastle has claimed that it has the channel depth and
the landside capacity to handle these larger ships through
the planned container terminal.

RISK OF OVERSATURATION

An artist’s impression
of an ULCV entering the
Port of Newcastle
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Another potential issue is oversaturation in the market.
There are already three container terminals servicing NSW
operated by individual stevedores, all located within Port
Botany. Collectively they handle 2.6m teu annually, but
they have a combined capacity of 7m teu. The most
recent terminal, introduced to the market in late 2013,
handles around 13% of market share. Therefore, NSW
Ports has argued that there is already a substantial amount
of intra-port competition within the region.
A spokesperson for the company said: “Introducing
a fourth container terminal, such as suggested by the
Port of Newcastle, prematurely, i.e. before sufficient
demand exists, would not be sustainable for NSW and
would likely lead to higher costs as the capital investment
and operating costs of four operators would need to be
recovered over the same container volume.”
Port Kembla, it claimed, would be a better location for a
second container port for NSW as it is already connected
to a dedicated freight network and is geographically closer
to the majority of the container market than the Port of
Newcastle by at least half the distance, according to NSW
Ports.
Whether a container facility is constructed at Kembla or
Newcastle is not the only question that has been affecting
the NSW port complex. Port Botany is currently the state’s
primary container port and in 2018 it handled 2.62m teu,
a year-on-year increase of 7.5%. It aims to deliver 3m teu
by upgrading rail capacity at each of its three terminals.
The first phase at the Patrick terminal will double rail
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The Port of Newcastle
Port of Newcastle

is 180 km away from
Sydney, while Port
Botany is 40 km away
Patrick Terminals has
invested US$50.5m in
rail operating equipment
at Port Botany

Port Botany

Port Kembla

capacity at the port from 750,000 teu currently to 1.5m
teu and will enable it to service twice as many trains daily.
With four rail sidings that are 600 m long, the splitting
and shunting of trains will be reduced and trains can be
turned around at least an hour faster – a 33% reduction
in turnaround time. Construction will start in 2019 and is
expected to be completed by 2023. Patrick will invest
AU$70m (US$50.5m) in rail operating equipment and
systems in order to deliver a capacity of 1m teu.
With terminals in Sydney, Brisbane, Melbourne and
Fremantle, Patrick Terminals has become the dominant
terminal operator in Australia in terms of market share,
with 47% of the market in 2018. Dinning attributes this
to customers, among which are MSC and ONE, which
the company has “locked away” on long-term contracts.
Dinning added: “We don’t have peers in Australia when
it comes to operational performance: our competitors
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Port Botany handled
2.62m teu in 2018

AUTOMATING AUSTRALIA
One of the most highly automated terminals in the
region, the Victoria International Container Terminal
(VICT) in Melbourne believes that automation is better
suited for handling the larger ships that are beginning
to trickle into world trade routes: it claims that it
provides reliable performance over large exchanges,
regardless of environmental conditions.
The terminal currently operates Australia’s first
remote ship-to-shore (STS) cranes, which can be
driven by operators from a separate control room
1.2km away from the quay, contributing towards
safer working operations. According to VICT, the five
cranes have been able to provide vessel productivity to market standards, albeit with a higher crane
intensity. A decoupled automatic stacking crane (ASC)
configuration has allowed dedicated ASC landside
equipment, which helps to improve gate operations.
A spokesperson for the terminal said: “Operations are
now focusing on optimisation and improving crane
rates to further improve vessel productivity.”
Ashley Dinning, chief commercial officer at Patrick
Terminals, claims that the attraction of automation lies
in reducing costs. He said: “Here in Australia, particularly on the East Coast, there is a lot of competition
with three terminal operators in each of the city ports,
so there’s a lot of downward pressure on our tariffs.
Anything that we can do to drive costs out of the
business is something we are constantly looking at.”
The terminal operator is the “pioneer of automation
in Australia”, claimed Dinning. It launched the world’s
first automated straddle terminal at its Brisbane facility
in 2007, and later on it introduced an automated
straddle carrier operation at its Sydney terminal.
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choose to compete wholly and solely on price, not on
service, and we are not the cheapest terminal operator in
Australia. We make no apology for that, but what we do
here is deliver on our promises.”
Patrick expects to be busy in 2019 because, while its
own enterprise agreements with the unions do not expire
until 2020, its main competitors have begun the year in the
throes of negotiations. DP World’s agreement, for example,
is set to expire at the end of February 2019, after which,
according to Dinning, the union can take industrial action.
He expects to be “picking up the pieces for the stuff that
will be affecting our competitors”.
In a move that has caused some controversy, DP
World Australia began 2019 by increasing its infrastructure access charge, among others, across its three east
coast terminals. The infrastructure access charge has
effectively doubled, and Container Transport Alliance
Australia (CCTAA) has claimed that the company’s vehicle
booking system (VBS) fees have been jacked up by over
80%.
DP World has claimed that the charges are vital to
“ensure a sustainable future in an increasingly competitive
market”. The port operator had a lot to celebrate in
2018, however, as it signed a long-term extension of its
partnership with CMA CGM, with the aim of offering future
growth in the Australian market. It also added a total of
nine new cranes to its operations as part of an AU$180m
(US$130m) investment in port equipment.

100 YEARS

of quality service to the
Australian maritime industry

VICT SETTLES IN
In Melbourne, coming to the end of its second year of
operations and having captured approximately a 20%
market share, Victoria International Container Terminal
(VICT) believes that it has now established itself as a
competitor. Its throughput has grown from 90,000 teu
in its first year to over 500,000 teu at the end of 2018.
It handles mostly imports from Asia and also repositions
empties. The facility has benefited from the strength of the
Melbourne market, which grew by 8% in 2018 – double
the original forecasts for the year, due to strong imports,
population growth and major infrastructure projects.
In 2018, VICT gained its third regular service, the A3C
Central China–East Coast of Australia service operated
by ANL, COSCO and OOCL, which comprises six
8,000–8,500 teu capacity vessels. This is the terminal’s
first regular 8,000+ teu service. As ships on the main trade
routes get larger, with Asia and Europe seeing vessels
of 20,000 teu, along with substantial pressure to reduce
costs, VICT expects that eventually larger vessels will call
at the facility. With a few modifications, it would be able
to handle ships of 12,500 teu.
A spokesperson for VICT said: “Fewer services with
higher volumes benefit line and terminal operators
with increased berth and equipment efficiency. Given
an unbalanced trade, the larger vessels can also
accommodate more empties and, combined with VICT’s
direct empty return service, can significantly reduce repositioning costs for lines.” Situated on the bay side of West
Gate Bridge, the terminal has the option to expand its
capacity by an extra 50% to enable it to support two large
vessels operating simultaneously.
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One size
does not fit all

T.J. Rucker,
President of Tideworks
Mehmet Ali Kayaoglu,
CEO of GullsEye
Kaustubh Dalvi,
president of global sales
at Jade Logistics
Scott Peoples, Navis

Lacey Jones investigates the importance of adaptability in ensuring the
successful implementation of new terminal operating systems

A

n in-house terminal operating system (TOS) offers
its user full control of both the technical and
financial aspects of its operations but, to quote
the late Stan Lee, “With great power comes great responsibility.” This could not have rung more true for Hutchison
Ports in June 2018, when it initiated the go-live of its
in-house TOS, nGen, at the Port of Felixstowe in the UK.
What was intended to be a simple switch from the
TOS of global third party supplier Navis descended into
chaos as the go-live resulted in severe delays and cancellations across the port. Although Hutchison claimed
that performance improved within 72 hours, the event
had lasting effects as some carriers jumped ship and
moved their calls to other ports.
Yet the process was not a new one for the company,
which had already implemented nGen at 25 of its other
facilities worldwide and had brought in specialists from
Hong Kong who had overseen many implementations
– so how could it have gone so wrong?

Scott Peoples, president of the TOS business line
at Navis, explained how in-house systems are often
implemented for certain equipment types, certain layouts
or certain business processes that do not necessarily
apply to every facility. He said: “Each time you go to a
new site, you’re encountering a lot of new use cases
which the software doesn’t support, and I think when
things go poorly it’s probably because people didn’t
realise what was missing or the software wasn’t really
mature for that in-house system.”
Initiating around 30 go-lives each year, Navis has a
lot of experience in the process, which means that it
has built up its own systems to support a wide range of
variations. When it is working at a new site, whatever is
needed is either in the system or is configurable, which
reduces the risks and costs for that go-live, according
to the software developer.
Peoples also noted that Navis has a global outreach,
so whether it’s China, Australia or Germany, the team

The June 2018 go-live
of nGen caused serious
delays at Felixstowe.
Image courtesy of the
Port of Felixstowe

that is working on that project is most likely local. This
means that they understand the local market, regulations
and customs, speak the language and understand local
work practices. He explained: “If someone has flown
halfway around the world and doesn’t really know the
local situation that adds risk to the project. These are
the types of problem we have seen with in-house TOS
implementations that didn’t have a local team who really
understood the situation.”
T.J. Rucker, president of Tideworks, another third party
TOS vendor, agreed that when a system works for one
terminal, some companies assume that it will work for
another. Tideworks knows that while this sounds logical,
implementing a system requires pre-planning and testing
to ensure that the go-live process proceeds to plan.
Tideworks leverages industry best practices by sending
a professional services team who map out every process
and work out any adjustments or configurations to the
software, ensuring that all the processes and equipment
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are aligned and testing heavily to ensure a smooth go-live.
According to Rucker, this may increase the upfront
costs but it is worth the investment in order to avoid
downtime and other costly issues at go-live. He told
CM: “Not only may you experience a drop in service and
damage your reputation, but services and vessels may
decide to omit visits or leave altogether. If you measure
your total investment in your systems, a few extra dollars
to ensure a smooth go-live is nothing compared with the
costs of not being able to move cargo.”
Another company that relies heavily on planning to
guarantee a successful go-live is New Zealand-based
third party vendor Jade Logistics Group, which follows
a robust methodology when it implements its own TOS
at a new site. First, it begins with the project analysis,
then it configures the inside of the system and finally it
migrates the data and initiates a go-live.
Kaustubh Dalvi, the company’s president of global
sales, said that it focuses a lot on the planning analysis
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phase to give users as much visibility as possible on
what is going to happen. The company also aims to
collaborate on a day-to-day basis to ensure that the
go-live remains on track.

MOVE TOWARDS DIGITALISATION
Recently, a tsunami of digitalisation has hit the market,
with blockchain initiatives and artificial intelligence (AI) developments aplenty. In 2018, Maersk and IBM launched
blockchain initiative TradeLens, which brought together
94 organisations, including terminal operators and
shipping lines, to take part in a pilot study. The platform
enables transactions without compromising details,
privacy or confidentiality and offers parties across the
supply chain the opportunity to interact more efficiently
through real-time access to data and documents.
As a member of a couple of organisations that aim
to further the conversation on blockchain technology
and how it applies to the maritime industry, Tideworks
has kept an eye on the initiative. It is looking to run a
pilot on blockchain itself, although this will be confined
to affiliated units.
Rucker believes that companies in the industry have
an idea of where such technology may be applicable,
but are still struggling to figure out where to start and
with whom they should associate themselves. Additionally, there are technological challenges to overcome,
although he feels that these will be cleared up within
the next two years.
Blockchain has attracted a lot of commercial interest,
but Rucker has found that when companies such as
Maersk and IBM put their names to a project, competitors
are hesitant to join. He said: “If you’re looking at getting
something that is going to work industry-wide at scale,
it needs to be sponsored by a body that is seen as
impartial.”
Outside of blockchain technology, AI has become
a growing trend within the industry. Navis prides itself
on evolving to accommodate it, being able to handle
and provide solutions for different types of automated
terminal while new types of automated container handling
equipment and innovations in terms of terminal layout
hit the market.
Start up third party TOS vendor GullsEye, based in
Turkey, is also currently cooperating with technology
providers and developing new projects such as a
gate automation system that takes advantage of AI
technology.
With all this new technology making waves in the
industry, it may be high time that the maritime sector
learned to share. Other industries happily share and
sometimes even trade data to help fuel innovation, yet
companies in the maritime industry have yet to latch
onto this way of thinking. Dalvi explained that all this
new technology is useless without data and, in order to
be successful, data sharing is the key. He told CM: “It’s
like buying a Ferrari, keeping it in the garage and not
using it.” Dalvi believes that the more data is shared, the
more valuable it becomes.
Peoples, on the other hand, is still not convinced,
posing the question: “Where does the value come from
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sharing data?” Navis is less concerned with the broader
sense of data sharing and has primarily focused on the
advantages of sharing on a smaller scale. Working with
global and regional terminal operators, the company
is looking instead to help customers create value from
sharing data within their own organisations rather than
across the industry.
For example, Peoples reported that the developer is
working with one global terminal operator to bring data
out of its TOS and into the cloud to enhance visibility
and to allow it to compare data between terminals and
gain insight from this.
If, over time, customers wish to share data more
broadly through consultation or to share anonymised
data between terminal operators, Navis would be happy
to help, but it sees this as more of a customer-led
initiative than one is should lead itself.
Sharing data across the industry certainly creates
more challenges than sharing it within a single company,
which mainly involves technical problems and questions
about its benefits, according to Peoples. Sharing data
more broadly brings with it issues regarding privacy and
data rights and creates risk for all companies along the
supply chain – which could be part of the reason the
maritime industry has shown some reluctance to adopt
such initiatives.
Jade Logistics as a whole is very keen on data sharing,
and in December 2018 it launched CargoChain, its own
information sharing platform for the global supply chain.
According to CargoChain CEO David Lindsay: “Today’s
consumers are demanding trust while those involved in
the supply chain require full transparency and visibility.”
The platform aims to provide this by integrating
blockchain technology and sharing trusted information
amongst all actors in the supply chain. CargoChain
targets issues of data sharing across the global supply
chain and, by providing its platform to application
developer communities, aspires to “allow developers to
solve the world’s supply chain problems for all logistics
players, large or small”.
Mehmet Ali Kayaoglu, CEO of GullsEye, agrees with
Dalvi, and believes that collaboration between supply
chain partners is important to avoid major and costly inefficiencies. He told CM: “Shippers will push supply chain
partners for better operational visibility, and partners will
try to find a secure way to share information to resolve
inefficiencies and improve customer service.” However,
he thinks that companies do not quite recognise the full
benefits of these activities just yet and believes that collaboration will increase significantly in the near future.
Dalvi has started to see data sharing happen within
the maritime sector and hopes that it will become a
much bigger thing in the future. To further encourage
the flow of data, he suggested that some of the larger
players in the supply chain should start practising what
he called “data philanthropy”. This involves companies
giving away data for experimentation and innovation, but
it is something that is not seen currently in the industry.
Still, Dalvi hopes that this will change, as he believes
that people have begun to learn and to see the value
of sharing data.
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The only way is up
Opting for taller straddle carriers is one way of increasing capacity without physically
expanding the terminal. Joe Lo reports

A

uckland’s Waitemata Harbour is one of the most
important attractions for both tourists and the
city’s 1.6m residents. Boat tours around the
harbour attract overwhelmingly positive reviews, with
one tourist on TripAdvisor saying: “It’s just like being on
the Titanic.” Presumably without the icebergs.
Given its importance, plans by Ports of Auckland to
expand Bledisloe Wharf into the harbour have been met
with fierce resistance, including from New Zealand’s
Prime Minister.
It was this resistance that was being referred to in
2016, when Ports of Auckland CEO Tony Gibson said:
“Due to community concerns, we cannot increase
capacity at our container terminal through reclamation,
so the only way is up.”
In future, he said that the port would favour one-overthree straddle carriers over its existing fleet of one-over
two machines. He said that this heightening, combined
with automation, would increase the port’s capacity from
0.9m teu to 1.7m teu in the medium term.
The automation project saw the company order
27 fully automated straddle carriers from Terex Port
Solutions, though the machines are now branded
Konecranes Noell since Konecranes’ takeover of Terex.
They are now undergoing testing, 25 of them in Auckland
and two in Germany. In addition, 21 existing manual
straddle carriers are being upgraded so that they can
safely interact with the new units.
Further progress was made on this project in October
2018 when the port and Konecranes signed a software

service-level agreement. This means that Konecranes
will provide a 24/7 expert hotline, continuous access to
its service desk and the latest updates of all the system
software.
Through these services, the manufacturer aims to be
able to react to and resolve software issues quickly, as
hotline staff will be able to establish a secure remote
connection to the straddle carriers.
Mario van den Heuvel, director of technical support at
Konecranes Port Service, said: “The software agreement
comes as part of the Konecranes automation solution
in order to provide support under the most critical circumstances, and also to provide peace of mind when
changing, upscaling or transitioning from manual to
automated operation. With around-the-clock access
to our experts and minimum failure response times, the
transition becomes easier.”
Ports of Auckland is not the only port looking to
automate its straddle carrier fleet. According to Larry
Li, president of ZPMC North America: “A conservative
estimate indicates that automated straddle carriers will
reach 20% of the global market in the next 5–10 years.”
At the moment, according to ZPMC, over half of the
world’s roughly 1,000 container terminals use straddle
carriers, but just 5% of their 4,000 straddle carriers are
automated. This projected growth from 5% to 20% is
why ZPMC is developing what it calls the world’s first
container straddle carrier with an automated navigation
system.
The new product from the Chinese manufacturer can

complete a variety of tasks including self-repositioning,
handling, stacking, loading and unloading, as well as
transporting empty containers. The benefits of the new
machine include energy savings, lower maintenance
costs, environmental protection and regulatory
compliance.
Li said: “ZPMC’s ability to deploy automated straddle
carries as a cost-efficient, modular retrofit solution
unlocks new opportunities, not only for current straddle
carrier operations but also for rubber-tyred gantry (RTG)
terminal operations. We are continuing to innovate our
port machinery to achieve the seamless integration of
artificial intelligence and port efficiency, and the driverless
straddle carrier is our benchmark product.”

PILOT AUTOMATION PROJECT
Eurogate is also embracing automated straddle carriers
by ordering four-high automated machines from Kalmar.
The machines will not be put into operation immediately.
Instead they will be part of a pilot project in cooperation
with APM Terminals. They will be used on an area of
Container Terminal Wilhelmshaven in Germany that is
not used operationally and will not interfere with the
day-to-day running of the terminal.
After completion of the pilot project, which is expected
to be halfway through 2019, the results will be made
available to all project partners. Subsequently, Eurogate
will decide whether and at which sites to deploy the

Critics say terminal
expansion would ruin
Auckland's harbour

automated straddle carrier system.
According to Kalmar, Eurogate’s desire to automate
is driven by the growing size of vessels, which makes it
harder to turn ships around quickly. Automation should
speed up the process, it believes.
Mikko Mononen, vice president, Intelligent Horizontal
Transportation Solutions at Kalmar, said: "Our
automated straddle terminal solution and state-of-theart technology have already been successfully rolled out
at major ports in the US and Australia.
“We were chosen to partner with Eurogate not just
because of our successful track record of both manned
and automated straddle carrier projects, but also due
to our shared vision for automation built on the Kalmar
Key platform with open interfaces."

ZPMC's autonomous
straddle carrier
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Including

One to One
Interview
Captain Andrew Kinsey, senior marine risk
consultant at Allianz, tells Emmanuel Mair about his
experiences at sea

CAPTAIN ANDREW KINSEY

Did you always have a passion for
the sea?
I’m a New Yorker from the South Shore
of Long Island so I grew up on the water.
My father went to sea, my mother was in
the navy, my brothers sailed, my cousin
sails. As a young kid, I’d been on tugs
and barges and gone through East Coast
shipping routes and up on the Champlain
Canal and Lake Champlain. I thought it
was wonderful.
		 In kindergarten, a teacher asked me
what I wanted to be when I grew up and
I said an AB [able seaman] tankerman,
because that’s what my dad did back
then. Over 20 years later I visited for show
and tell, and my nephew had the same
teacher. She remembered me and said:
“My lord, you really knew what you wanted
to do back then!”
How did this ambition evolve from a
hobby to a career?
Yacht racing helped me to get into Kings
Point – the US merchant marine academy.
I had only applied to Kings Point and
SUNY Maritime College. If I didn’t get into
either of those, I was planning on going to
boat building school in Maine.
		 When I graduated in 1984, US flag
shipping was quite slow. I did some work
on freight and tugging vessels and then I
found an opportunity to sail AB on an underwater replenishment ship for military
sealift command.
		 I was lucky enough to join Maersk when
it was reflagging its first US ships. I actually
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started out sailing Danish flag on the old
Elizabeth Maersk on a tramp run in the
South China Sea. I was the only American
on board; the officers were Danish and
from elsewhere in Europe, the crew was
Filipino and the cadets were Indonesian. I
then went to the US flag side of the house
with Maersk, and I stayed with Maersk my
entire shipping career from third mate all
the way to master.
Could you share some of the incredible experiences I’m sure you had?
I was involved in both Gulf Wars, as well
as Operation Restore Hope in Somalia. In
those operations we used a self-geared
ship so you were working cargo in port,
you didn’t have stevedores. You were
using the Navy Cargo Handling and Port
Group (NAVCHAPGRU), and also many
of the ports that you went into didn’t then
have piloting services.
		 I’ll never forget the clean-up operations after the First Gulf War, when the fires
were burning in the Persian Gulf. You’d see
the sun for about a half hour at sunrise
and about a half hour at sunset and then
throughout the day it was just black. I can
also remember riding out my first super
typhoon and being boarded by pirates
and stowaways.
		 The fascinating thing about a shipping
career is that you can be exposed to so
much, although it’s just another day in
the office. When you talk to people who
haven’t been exposed to that, they ask
if you have any management experience
and I wonder “in or out of war zones?”
How did you survive the pirates?
As an 18-year-old cadet I was on an old
C5 self-geared breakbulk ship going to

Sierra Leone in my first shipping experience offshore. We slowed down to pick
up the pilot on the starboard side but we
also picked up pirates on the port.
		 Going from the midship house up to
the bow, I came out the portside midship
house door and there were pirates coming
over the side. I had two cups of coffee
and they had machetes so I just turned
around, closed the door and got on the
radio. I wouldn’t say that I was petrified –
you just deal with it.
		 We had crewed up in Brooklyn and
the guys had had a long trip across, so
they were up for a fight. They grabbed
lashing gear and pipes and proceeded to
chase the pirates, who eventually jumped
over the side. It was good that it was just
machetes. If it had been further down
the coast, the pirates would board with
automatic weapons. So we got lucky with
that one.
Has seafaring given you skills for a
shoreside career?
One of the other key things about having
individuals who worked at sea is that you
make a decision and you go forth with it.
It’s not paralysis by analysis: you evaluate it
and you’ve got to get it done. I was able to
work on self-geared ships and that helps
me tremendously with the project cargo
work I do now.
		 If you’re an effective leader at sea, you
listen to the advice of the people who have
done it before, regardless of what rank
they are. I’ve had ordinary seamen teach
me invaluable lessons at sea when I was
chief mate. You learn to evaluate individuals by their worth not their rank, and
everybody has something that they bring
to the table.
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